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Alright - now we are a little bit out of the time table but there are 
things I want to be sure and remember these things cause there are two 
two 
or three developments yesterday which were interesting to me and I 1 ll just 
stick 1 em in there for what they 1 re worth. 
Yes±:erday I went homeabout 5:30 on the evening of the President 1 s speech -
that was Monday evening cause I had to get dressed and go to a dinaar that 
night and the office got a call from the White House after I left and so 
that was referred on me at home. The call£~ was from Jean Answorth and 
he simply wanted to tell me what the President was aoing - specifically 
I had already / icked up enough rumors on the floor -
,· ( 411--.) 
Jean Answorth is who 
F_li'J C1>t?J(s. IJ M f' .5 
He 1 s Max Weidl?J:' 1 s af~ assistant over there in the White House. Con-
gressional liason and I think he 1 s probably assigned to our area, zxa~zxz 
k»0N I 1 m not sure exactly how that works. But what he had to say was 
along the lines of - we are getting ready to do this and we wanted to fill 
you in on it and I was a little bit surprised because that 1 s the first time 
she White House has contacted me for some little time on this thing and I 
would have preferred that they not. He didn 1 t tell me anything that I 
thought was inappropriate and he didn 1 t tell me anything that I hadn 1 t 
~lready picked up by rumor but it was interesting that - and this was 
a form of courtship, I guess ....i.____:that the Whi.te-Ho.us_e was concerned for 
the first time - in my judgement - as to how these things would sit 
with the'JligJ.ciacy Committee. He ~o inqui re of me about my 
reacti on to it. I didn 1 t take any notes on the conversation and declined 
to react at that time. 
Immediately prior to that I had agreed to go to the CBS after the thing 
and give my reaction to it so I was grateful to get an opportunity to 
think about it a little bit. Now that 1 s one conversation I want to be 
sure works into our chronology. 
You didn 1 t feel you could go into detail ... 
--v 
I didn 1 t feel like ! ... Well, he went into a lot of detail but I didn 1 t take 
notes on it. He gave me the full bit about exactly what he was turning over 
to 1 em ... 
When he tried to get some idea of your reaction ... 
Yeah, I don 1 t think he made any inappropriate thing - he just basically 
he was trying to find out my reaction to Rodino and Hutchinson going 
down there and I didn 1 t comment - didn 1 t discuss that on it- and I don 1 t 
remember any discussion on any resolvement but I think that was basically 
whsat they had and I judge to make the same conversations to the rest of 
the committee. 
Now another conversation which is interesting to me - at 1 0 1 clock yesterday 
which would be Tuesday, I got a call from Peter Rodino himself. I called 
him back cause I wasn 1 t here and we had quite a long conversation which 
surprised me and I didn 1 t make any effort to take any notes and of course he 
was emphasizing that - his opening shot was - well what do you think of things? 
And I - after I figures out what he was talking about were the developments 
in the last 24- hours - and I pinned him down on that ... he wanted to know 
what was going on - what my reaction to the last 7 4- .hours was. 
And we had a little chat about it along those lines. He emphasized that he 
was ~alling me on his own and this was between us and he wanted a pretty 
candid comment from me. What was interesting to me was he had read -
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B he said I've read what you've said ,tthe committee's deliberation,f#He says I 
know you are one of those thats troubled by the whole problem and he says 
I can talk to plenty of people - he didn't name them - who will give me -
Democrats - who will give m~ t f~ i-nflamed response but I wanted your 
calm, sober and reasoned is 1 - _ ~~re the words he used - and it was 
kinda of flattering that he would call on me. We discussed it pretty 
extensively. 
r A One thing that impressed me during the course of the conversation - he 
:.rt_rJ~✓ waxed elequently on the constitution and its meaning to him and other 
::..:::-=-- ethnics - ~ the word~ he used. I had the impression from him that 
he didn't want to discuss the tapes - (staff interruption) 
(jL,,,v · :.- Well, he did wax el§quent on the constitution. He said ethnics are more 
1~ inclined - not Italians necessarily - but ethnics to have a high regard 
V \ 
-~<l' H 1 
~~· 
~$/ ~w;~ 
for the Constitution and he really kinda gor:aII chokfil!, up on that whic~ 
··- ..,. __ d me. I'E was surprising_ because it looked to me like he was a 
· emotional--ry-unstable at the mormmt_ but of course he's under 
a ~or or pressure. Hewas pretty critical of the7?res1aent' s conversations -
he says the things he's listened to are indications to a good deal more 
to it than what the President's told us and there are certain items that 
are very, very critical in it. He thinks that we've got to varify further 
and I guess the basis for really what he wanted to do was to find out 
whether I would stand behind him if he was will1n to o over to the White 
.o know - accept the responsibility that 
the Presi en nd I told him oug t he'd 
be c razy to O chnical hel OU can et. 
I wasn t too strong on counsel until after I talked to him but, frankly 
he said, and I think he's right, that they know more about relevance than I 
do and so they ought to be there so we can determine whether things are 
relevant or not. So 
W You're a little stronger on that now. 
B I feel a little bit differently about :ti: that than I did before. Now he 
said we'd probably have a meeting Wednesday night so I - I mean Wednesday 
sometime, I would rather it be sometime tomorrow - that's when I tried to 
call you ~ak back and tell you I had told you earlier I didn't think we'd 
have one. And I told him I wanted the Committee staff to give us a report 
- to the corrunittee and not come from any part of the reparr_and_that I 
i:'e't!Drnrrre'ndationsJrom counsel on what we neadecLand what we had and 
rth. And J u~ agr~ d with that-. - so I told_him thath~ felt like he'd 
done a good job and I wanted to COQperate with him to~ extent that I 
could . And that-, s where we left that. 





He-Was _doing a good j on PI ..... 
appreciate his problems -
the thin 
ringe of 
track and I 
own party. 
You think he sounded as if he were expressing the emotion of the strain 
that he's been under and ... 
Well, I think that - I would say that :k.Hxx he was feeling it and the 
President's action of Tuesday - of Monday evening - put some pressure on 
because the next decision is going to h~afl pretty hard one as to what the 
next move is going to be and so fE~xk l2~2 I don't think that he was 
feeling the pressure but I also think he was acting responsibly in polling 
he committee a:rui in this fashion and I was pleased and somewhat ililattered 
that he ask ed-ine-a:b""out i t but t hatts where we lRfRx left that. 







We had a republican party caucus for the republican members of the committee 
I didn't get to but very little of it because I was in the House Administraj;j.on 
eeting at thet:irne and I don't find these tmngstoo f~uitful - the caucuses. 
I think the substance of the thing yesterday was inconclusive. 1he decision 
made there that they would let Hutchinson and John Rhodes ask as spokesman 
for the people. As far as I could tell, that was the only decision they made. 
And I didn't miss much. The._Qyerall feeling of the republicans was the 
ball was now in their court and the less comments the republicans can make 
aiia the Iess we can get- ourselves involved in it the better. 
This was the entire Republican membership 
The republican membership on the canmittee with the leadership. Now, my 
view of that is not quite that way but I didn't express it at the meeting. 
What's your view of it? 
l.,.: B Well m view is that the ball i committee's court and not the 
-·~:~/ em~011rt and that we've got to respond and insist tat the President's 
~ case be verified by an appropriate proceedure and that's where I think we 
ought to go and we ought to get together on the fact that Rodino and 
~ 








Hurchinson are going down there. 
Following that I talked to Ed Hutchinson on the Floor only briefly but 
here again, <h4f£~~P~~e was) to go down to the White House, he wowid like to 
have the staff wiim Euf he keeps emphasizing that he can sit down and 
follow a tape~ without a transcript and find things that are in the 
transcript that are not in the tpaeJ and he's totally unable to understand 
the tape in many instances without the benefit of the transcript. He feels 
like you've got to train your ear as well as your techniques and so forth 
into listening to those thingss. It's hard work and inconslusive ... that 
was basically his theory about the tapes. It's going to be hard to varify 
them but he is willing to do it. 
Hutchinson also would prefer to have the staff there? 




--- J· •-·IP.._~ 




Now - we've gotten a little bit out of our chronology here but I think I'll 
just go by what my notes reveal and depend on you to pull it back together. 
On Thursday we also had a republican conference - April 25th - that was i/1" /.M 
John Rhodes 1 offices Ni.th-the republican members of the Judiciary-and-Rhodes 
call-ea the meeting on kinda short notic-e- but I think the thrust of this 
meeting Jt?el to talk turkey to the - ~ talk turkey was the way he expressed 
it-to H~ and St._ CJ.aif a11.c:i possibly Ziegler. And we wanted to emphasize 
I think the idea e> " '- ' 7 the committee em hasized t re that the President's 
last message was not wel received and that the republicans on mmittee-
wanted to make sure that he was protected but he 1 s makin it hard for us. 
An I thi we re-emp asize sage at that point that t e 
republican membership of the committee co0du I t take much mare deJ.itory 
tactics. John Rhodes assured us that he'd carry this message to the White 
·~and at that moment we were only speculating as to whether he would 
make a speech on Monday night or not. :§y.t I personally and othe:15 emphasized 
t12._at if he was going to come out swinging at the ~HPTi~~Y Committee, that 
it would do him irreparable harm. 'That he ought to to the extent that 
he could. I also wanted to emphasize that I didn t want it - since we had 
given him an extension of time to work on his report, he better come up with 
something and that was basically the message we left for him on that at ""fna 
meeting. --
'---
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B Earlier I think I talked to you about - on Wednesday, April 24th - that 
was - the republicans met in Rodina's office at that time with Mr. Jenner 
in the morning. Rhodes wasn't there. That was republicans on the committee. 
W That was not any leadership ... 
B 
~ 
~ , '·· ~ ~vf" 
~/ 
This was not leadership attended and Jenner was there. The big message we 
got out of that meeting as far as I was concerned was 1 - Jenner explaining 
to us how much more sophisticated the listening devices now assembled by 
,:f~he- committee were t h an those available to the White House. And he sa±d 
- he explained how the technisions could isolate a conversati:QD. - you know 
- and isolate one SEntkontand they could isoTote - they could cut out one 
speaker,they could/several speakers and they take it off - go over to the 
White House and take of f the tape ~NXXNR onto their tapes an~e 
--=-=..,,.-e presence of the Secret Service apparently and then the equipment 
the commi ttee has would come up with things that weren't - the White 
House-"s-ta""ffriacln 'tfound_a:L alL-So this emphasi zed to me t ha t now - looking 
back on it - I think it important for Rodino and Hutchison to have their 
staff with them when they go to the Whit e House. 
the Wiggins 
Another thing that came up - basically we discussed W:iil:i.ams proposal and 
that was agreed to generally - to support the Wiggins proposal as was 
(l{_~ f dvanced ~t the Judi:iary Committee meetin~ the following day - thursda~ 
~5 t ne-26th in the morning. In essence that is the procedure where the White 
House would screen it ,ancI-rt was released in writing and I have a copyof" 
around here someplace .~ d that would be vdrified by Hntchrson and Rodino 
Doar and Jenner and I think that influenced the President. 
tr4'V\ Wvff-c-C~ //tJ...f>l= 
The newsp~e'f>" had reported the Tetter of April 19th requesting additional 
informati'on was dated April 11th and I was a little bit irritated about that. 
But I find that that's not ... it was dated April 19th so I felt better about 
that. 
a copy of 
Incidentally, we received that stuff this mornirg - tithat letter of April 
19th was received in our office on May lst_ with enclosures. -~Je~ At this meeting also, Jenner advised us with reference to the narrowing 
f':j of the issues that was going to take place at the next day and essentially 
~.· he said.~.crfJHwas going to be narrowed down in the £axx final analysis 
.~~ to the  areas that we'd talked about. Now you know - the ITT, 
X./4-M Watergate and Milk and Taxes. And that was when we first devised that. 
11,,,.;f', ,, t Now - as a result of that meeting - some of the republicansx went out 
W~ and spilled the beans and the democrats got up on their high horse and 
, 
1 
. so they resolved that when we came into the next meeting the next day, 
~ 
would simply receive the staff report. Which we did the next morning. 
And so that I think - if it hadn't of been for ~ advance pufilicity of 
1~lf'I.,'.;/ that - why we might gotten some of those tmings formally eliminated the 
/P' next day and we didn't. 
Jenner also gave us some information at that meeting about the size of 
~
he job of taking off the tapes. For example he told us that they already 
1 
1,J\,v,AJ\.J-. ad tapes totall~ some 10. 3 hours - :tka± of conversation - that the subpenaad 
~ ape added an additional 27.1 hours and that the letter_of .April 19th added 
}~~ - n additional · ding 32 hours of Watergate, 803 minutes o 
~
I 0 minutes of milk. Sot e volume o e JO was impressedupon 
I.Ju-,,,.. D:e at that time and then also h e discussed - wel l, the narrowing i s now 
a matter of record so I don't guess we need to go into that. 
W Did it make you think that it's going to lengthen out the whole process 
just the she@' volume of going through these many hours of conversation? 








• ~ t 
~ 
w 
I don 1 t know - I don 1 t know. It could. And I don 1 t understand why we did 
that. And I don 1 t understand why we asked for so much. But we were assured 
th~ hat was t he last request that was going to be forthcomi 
By the way at the April 2~th meeting of the leadership and republican 
members of the committee, was there - apparently there was some dissatisfaction 
among members of the committee about the White House being a little 
delA,tory - do you recall any ane~ otal material - any people who got really 
salty about it... ~ 
JJvF'---f111,1Av./- fiJA.' 
No - No - quite to the contrary. I -;-....c....:c-'--,---..:._:__:_~ _::...~. was probably the worst. 
I asked John Rhodes · e wanted me statemenl:s 
o~ y down to the White House e sai be glad 
to convey t hem if we wanted to make any of them but he thought that the 
White House had the message. That was about where it was left. But basically 
it's_- t he feeling was that St. Clair's letter had embarrassed the republicans 
on the committee and we ·ust weren 1 t gain to take it an more. You k~oN 
1 c a lot of heat. a s one more thing ... on my one vote. ~ ETc~ia!!MII~ 
Dale Ladder jumped on mt one time'[asked me toe · the vote. Ralesback 
and Cohen immediately afterwards, said aye t ey thoug tjlI 1 d done ,~ e 
right thing. They were both obviously on he fence on it. Cohen,tl)articularly 
L.auditory because I think he would have liked to havedone it if he'd had 
the guts. I think he just about said that. My feeling about it ~ now ,~ 
is it was ~~ the right vote;: That we were making a mistake to make 
it on party line issues , «;ai tinfortunately the embarrassing thing is, I 
had my children with me, Jimmy and Marsh~ nd ran Ii.nto Jack Brooks at 
lunch and he ».n-madg~ ~ ~- very ef fusive in his phrase which made me 
think I ought to go back and reexamine my position a little. 
Anytime you and Jack Brooks are in the same corner, you wonder.Will 
B Yeah, that's it exactly. But I 1 m sure that - I still feel like if we 
make a mistake shaping this thing up on the party line problems because 
we've got to - from the point of view of the interest of the President, 
\ _ we ought to, I think and this is what I told Dale Ladder. I saw him at 
1 4:: -~ breakfast a later morning that week - or the next week - that we've got 
P
7µwv1fv1 to maintain an attitude of impartiality throughout all m our procedures 
~ 
§.O that w~n we'! finally maRe a "ud ement if its in the favor of the 
f" fL President, it w ave the appearance of a coverup. its to be 
v'I in favor of t he President we can make i L s Lick only "if 1 ts got a strong ~ - you know - feeling of thorough investigation and I don't want anything r~ we do to indicate otherwise. 
We had another hard vote this week on Monday on the funding of the Judiciary. 
,tf.; Came to the Floor. Now I tried - I'm on the House Administration Committee -
0
1,.,v - they brought it up at the House Administration Committee on Thursday at the 
'fl- ~I- meeting which coincided with the Judiciary Committee meeting, the only notice 
.~/W I received was a telephone call that morning saying they were going to take 
~ • it up. And I wasn't prepared so I didn't go to discuss it with the full 
~ ~ committee cause I knew we 1 d get a crack at it on the Floor. I tried several 
-:>..Jh,--, times to get a transcript of Rodino 1 s testimony to the Subcommittee and L _;L, that was found to be not available because it was a closed session. So I [~ r~1 wasn't too well prepared when we got to the Floor. We had a voice vote. The 
_t-/"✓p--strange thing was that the republicans pinned the democrats down as much as 
Jv/ 4 they could and there were some voice votes in opposis ion .J:m!_ nobody rose 
to the occasion to ask for a record vote on either side whicn surpri sed me. 
I have real reservations about wheth e're not overspending but here again. 
W How much money extra? 
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They asked for $733 additional thousand dollars to finish out the year - the 
fiscal year. We 1 re spending money at about $10,000 a day on that Committee 
investigation and that is too expensive but the republicans don 1 t want to 
be in a position of ~N.t:±iNg covering up and the democrats want to go for 
them to wring this thing dry. So I 1 m afraid it 1 s too bad to work out. 
~ /Here is the blue bound thing t~at just came in this morning - nsubmission 
1/ -;;f recorded Presidential Conversationsn - I judge this is a copy of the 
thing WH that we got in our stacks over there. I can call Liz in and 
ask her that if you want me to. 
W No, its probably the same - I would imagine its the same. Did you catch 







I have gotten about 15 teleg~g.JTIS on the subject - all of them basically 
saying the President should~ rmine what the committee wants. And I wrote 
back and told them that I t ~ought they were exactly right but I was contefi't 
to have Hutchinson and Rodino go down there and screen them and ... but I 
haven't kaa got anybody who writes and says quick, get off the President's 
ba c k 
You have nc:f. 
Not since the speech. And my reaction to the speech was it was a pretty 
g~resentation of hisposition but - and r+rn-surpr±s-ed that I haven 1 t 
go ten more comments from his frie~ but maybe I 'll get some later _ Maybe 
itrs not indicated. -
You felt - could you sum up again your basic reaction to the proposal, I 
think we 1 ve hit it in spots here. 
fl-right - well, basically, my reaction to the proposal was ,.9h.e - we subpenoad 
1'f1is certain information/ relying on representations by our staff- that this 
information was necessary in order to fill in the pictures and get the facts 
and so I'm going to look to the staff to tell me whether this response 
is sufficient. If it's not sufficient then I think we've got to consider 
further requests. I think its premature to start flexing our muscles or 
making threats but I stil at we're entitled any information 
we t our in iry. The Pr t s speci ic prop~ ""n 1 
was that the membership - that Ro ino and Hutchinson c own o 
T.ifiite House and listen t o the tapes to varify the accuracy of what's 
writtendown and the reasonableness of what he's e::cl.uded. Now that to me 
is a reasonable request - provided Hutchinson and Rodino have the 
technical and legal - teclinical and now I think pernaps le-ga:1: assistance 
t e_7ielp them in t l}g.i r._judgemen_t. __fertainlythe Presicientof the United States 
h ~ s·tenographers and techni ti ans helpi ng him take it off and I ... h 2 rik · 
entitled to the same help. I see no reason to exclude Dore and 
I suspect thata those people on the committee who don't trust Mr. Jenner 
are sending their message also to the White House. And that's the reason 
I suspect for that . 
. . / Incidentally, on the floor yesterday, Larry Hogan c~e up to me and he 
,vv,· really came up to Ed Hutchinson - but he was talking to me - and he was 
~\V'- obviously irritated because he had a newspaper article telling us about 
~~-4-::!7 a law lecture that Albert Jenner had delivered on the 25th at which he 
'~~ c ould not be present at the ~ mmitt~ meeting because he was aeTivering a 
~---s, L-~~" law lecture to somebody - some place. The news article reported that 
-~.ul- - Jenner list - somebod nded him a memorandum during the course 
..... ~ AIT:W,~ of n s iscussion saying at the subpena had issued. And Jenner raised 
t4'1~ 'ck.· 1:is _hand an~ said, - rrrrye been wo3:king on t hJSfar ::,12 · s 5 t months, n which 
V'~ irratates his employeers - the -rnIIIOI'1:Ey members of the committee. And it 
was turned over to him by Dale Ladder , AJpn he commented on the definition - ------
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B of criminality with relation to an impeachable offense and other things. 
It 1 s unfortunate, I ~think, that Jenner is such a prima donna and makes 
~.)vv- ,, so many speeches. _I J umped on hJJTI myself at our meeting in Hutchinson· s 
~JI/' office because h e hadn 1 t gotten us a draft of the rules of procedure in 
•'/2.~ ,,, advance. A1:d I felt like we ~ught to subm~t our own ru~es of proc':dure 
· .~ and suggestions along those lines but he didn 1 t - he said no, he didn 1 t 
~- · think so. He was respons ible only to Hutchinson and he would follow 
Hutchinson's instructions but he was putting input into the thing from 
the minority poiffl::of view anu I thought well, my criticism and . I think 
the rest of the people there was that he wasn 1 t putting in the minority 
poin t of viewbecaus he wasn 1 ttalking to the minority. There 1 s crfficism 
ofJe°nner's handling of the thing because of the positiol1l'Es going to 
put us .in"when its over-i-f- we want to take a strong republican position. 
Ana we can' t ~et through to him on t hat. 
W Was he angry - did he retort angrily ... 
B 
- 1...-
no, he maintained his poise and he was subjected to 
·from Fral ey from -W:isconsintl'ian Fie was from me:- The 
~v-{ ~ {trvy ., · i.» re~ ee- to ~ il~~f ffiat he was going to do in th~ ommittee . 
..t ./ ✓ Arrtrwe asked Jenner and Garrison wh o was also fhere to get us the 
.. . . -~-- · with 
~/ :!1tf or mati on on :i:.t the Congress jonal contributions from t~e Dairy f»~s~E~ 
~"tlk interests and we had to tell Jenner about four t imes - finall y Frolic um ed 
L, ..,1, ~ u care w et er Hutchins n ed or it or not, he wanted 
~~ _. i ~:!.!.=~;u,o....__ ......... ____ Which was in a intemperate but nevertheless a air in ex 
.,.;~~ to the committee 1 s - the republican irritation with or disappointment in 
~!J"~ Jenners failure to recognize that he 1 s employed by the republicans. \. ~+ n. ;,.,,--: 1.L.., 
,v--:-;~';t- __ .,µv And that 1 s created problems for us but I~ink tbey are insurmountable -N"'~c and it really USN doesn 1 t worry me because feel like we 1 ve got sense 






You said something a minute ago that I didn 1 t fully understand about the 
republicans on the committee who are suspicious of Jenner sending a 
message someway - this is related to the staff backup going down - question 
of the staff going down with Rodino and Hutchinson. 
like the disenchantment with Jenner and the feeling that he is 
carrying objectivity too far and not protecting the republican 
interests - ha,I~ been-c-ornmuni c:ans:u t o ffie White House·- That 1 s my 
sUppositio11,fby tlie republican members of the comm:iftee1and that was 
probably the President's reason for not wanting the staff to be involved 
in it. 
Do you have any suspicion at all that the President may not want the staff 
there because of their greater ability to spot hidden clues if you will . . . 
No, that would be a supposition too. But (WSome 
Yeah , I thi nk that 1 s a legitimate supposition -
that 
people have raisecvfsuspicion) 
Pr~ idents hiding something Rn¼ fr 
truth, it can be better done with the staff present. 
if you think the 
four pursuit of the 
Incidentally, I received a message at 9:40 on the morning of April 30th that 
the Judiciary Committee briefing session had been cancelled because of the 
President 1 s message last night. They would advise us as soon as the meeting 
had been rescheduled - hopefully Wednesday. I didn 1 t have that note in 
front of me when I talked to you yesterday but then it also said the rules 
of procedure had been referred to the subcommittee on administration of 
justice and I doubt if they will be prepared to report tonight. I can 1 t 
count on it but that was the message I received from the Judiciary Committee 





Therers two other things that are just annecdotal - as you say - when we 
first went into the briefing session last time I was stopped by - I had 
to walk back, for some reason I had to walk back of several people, and 
thatrs the first time that I realized that the staff was getting conscious 
of me. ~ee or four members af the staff stopped me--i!Ed straightened out 
~Y coat collar beca use of being conscious of being on television which was 
interesting to me. 
w Which briefing was that in ... 
B You know rrm having trouble placing which one that was - one of the earlier 
briefings - you can stick most anywhere you want - it was the first time I 
felt like we were on television ... first time we were on television when we 
moved around to the - it was a briefing session, it was the next to the last 
briefing session so we can figure it out. 
W Was that the first time they brought the cameras in? 
B No, it was the next to the last time we had the cameras in and thatrs all 
I can add to this experience unless yourve got some suggestions . 
W Let me ask you a few questmons - round it out a little bit cause itrs the 
first time werve done this in a little while. 
You havenrt had a chance yet to read any of the material from the transcripts, 
have you? 
B I 1 ve had a chance but I havenrt availed myself of it. Right. 
W To get a little bit of the human side of the picture, you might explain why 
you havenrt had a chance yet - moving up and everything. 
B Yeah, thatrs it exactly and then I feel like that its the sort of thing 
W Well, if you could put it in your own words - you know about your huuse ... 
B Oh, I see. Is this for the newspaper or ... 
w 
B 
No, this is for the book. 
~lflit1~ 
Well, we got the stuff on the morning - on Tuesday morning around 10:30 or 
11 orclock I would think and I turned it over to Liz Tremble to tell me what 
was in it. She looked at the sacks and I was overwhelmed at the size of 
them. I had iritendecl -en-ta:kfl-0,the sgbmission home with me - thesummary the 
~a.ent had put together/'w1fh me <;,._fil1d I neglected it. And my wir e was 
ve ry much disappointed cause she, I - think, had7--noked forward to reading 
it:-- And X1J.fi then this morning now - on Wednesday morning, we get this 
pr inted thing which I judge is the print of what we got in the sacks on 
yesterday and this will be easy to deal with. 
L 
w You will take it home tonight 
B Y~ i-t: now. 1r11 take it back to Roanoke with me for the 
weekend. rr11 read it. 
W Well, yourve just moved into a - moved your wife up into your new house 
out in McClean so yourre involved with that 
B Yeah - rrve been involved - that was th6'...Whole thing but the r eal problem 
yesterday was that I had to get the carpet up out of my apartment and 
~ fill my 15-year-old was here, and between what was going on mrthe 
supervising his I·ernoval of the carpeting, -which took all day 
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B I didn 1 t have time and I was pretty tired by the time I got home and we still 
have some of those chores to do around there. An,.d yan~ e got to realize 
that the work of a Congressman goes on and L1 ve had mail to sign - in Tact 
i-fts picked up a little bit but by the time all mymail - in fact I didn It 
sign it all, I still took some of that home and signed it. --
W Is this another one of the reasons why its good for Rodino and Hutchinson 
to have help when they go down -nt~zM0x±kesex±ki»gx to review these things 
- that they are not working this full time. 
~13-- Oh, sure! That's right. They just can 1 t knock it out. Thatrs all. You can 1 t ~~<.Att_, listen to but so much tape - apparently - I mean you just get stir crazy or 
M"'~l whatever the - ±x~ez±neM tape tied. Yeah, I like that. Yeah - tape tied 
after a while. So thatrs trat. 
w 
B 
Did you get any heat from your sonstituents on your one vote against - when 
you were with the democrats on the Dennis amendment? 
- ( /.fd pj,t/1//) cv~,,,_,,7;-~l ? } 
Well, I got very little hej!__t.The Committee was send~~ some funds 
programs and letter s ~w:1- -,i ~ coup1 e of those got l5ack with black 
~ 
-~ 
spots on them. But I ~ explai~ o them - if I had a radio program which 
I put together - right after - you were there when I dictated it - so I 
just sent them a copy of that and said this is my explanation and this is 
why I did it and I haven 1 t heard back tirom them. But I got a good deal more 




~ Roughly how many - just an estimate. --
~
" 10 12 - as ~ against. The su 
~ li!ho I wo who would not be my ans - in other words 
1 pro a y e - I suspect as a result of 1.SIT1y- - the center of my strength 
shifted somewhat to xuxe the left - to the left of Barry Goldwater isn 1 t a 
/ 
very big move. I think there a good deal of - numB§f of democrats who have 
expressed approbation - not necessarily support - / approbation and I was 
pleased with --=that. 
W Did that please you or~~~ttgttleave you with the feeling you did when Jack 







Well, it makes me want to reexamine the position but I don 1 t want -, Irm anxious 
nqt to be criticized for bei ng :- pre-judging anything and also for not being 
for covering up or being less than intensive fu our investigation. For t n ose 
reasons, I was satisfied 
~
I was also satisfied that - in this article in the New YOrk Times - I don 1 t 
guess you had a chance to read it - ~ ughten singled me out with the comment 
"K.._ ~- with Wiley Main and that satisfied me. (W - 10% and the 90%) Yeah, he said 
N~ that there were two people - I don't know anyway - something to indicate he 
1~~- thought I was a legal scholar dealing objectively with the problem and that ;.J_ was certainly a fair statement of the position I wanted and I was glad to ~l. ... ..-.-- have him recognize it. And my wife read the article and she said she thought 






And of course Charlie McDowell wrote a reaI nice art i cle on that thing - the 
next - you know - several days later - on Sunday I think it was - did you 
see that. - -
/ ~ issed that, was it 
/ the column 
the column - his column yeah - (W - on your vote) Yeah, basically, basically, 
the independence position that rrm trying 
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I think we r re separated from the pack l.:cy::-=l1rn L g;a:;n°= did you see me quoted 
in the TIME magazine - (W- I missed that, this week?) This week! The one 
theshot gun and the rifle - were you there when I said that? (No.) 
~rrowing resolution came in - I think Jack Betts must have put 
1t in his article, somebody - I said that whatrs happened is the staff 
has put down the shot gun and picked up the rifle. Time magazine picked 
that up. 
McDowell this past Sunday - yeah - I think you, as a matter of fact I really 
do begin to - I think yourre - I guess Naughten had the thing sorted out 
pretty well - (B- Yeah, I thought he did too) on - and I think among those ... 
Well, you know, it really concerns me that th~oddamned procedure 
is going to resolve itself in-1.£_ about six gays (}v - Yeah, and you7;orma 
~them) and if --1 feel T.ike that the white 'b:@~ s.ch -eo this~~-
is a little bit more lonesome tlian I wanted to bet! Bttt - ..,.y ./'V ... ~pf?,, '"'J> 
Who are the other five .•. 
Well, Walter Flowers - I would think, on the democratic side and Jim Mann. 
rrm not sure Barbara Jordan isnrt capable, 3! Jising above the thing. I mean 
the natural inclination of the Blacks is ~ hang him but I think shers 
capable of rising above it if anybody over there is. 
~~ (\) 
On our side, Cohen perhaps - Ra~ack, myself and David Dennis and thatrs 
about it. 
And what would be your description of this group? 
independent 
Well, I don rt know (W - independent pushing for an ... ) /but that rs not 
a fair statement. I just - gosh, I donrt know except that its less disposed 
to be - less dis osed rejudge and less influenced by party consideration. 
All of those things kinda go a ong ng in epen ent. s 
characterize it b tit re - just shapef lii@ up - I mean, I can see it 
iri..!hese caucuses - th rers eo let a us - now - we rep ent the 
President sort of attitude and anybody that doesn t - gos you now~ tis 
i?·a vicious conspiracy against the President. Well, I donrt believe that 
at all. I th" · a bunch of icans that are perfectly capable of 
t 1ng advantage of every opening but go 1 enings 
but its not our responsibility to - you know - stand in the breach. Theyrve 
got an opportunity to exploit :ambE an embarrassing situation while I donrt 
think we can cover up the situation - werve just got to learn to live with 
it. Make the best of it and we 1ll have to see where the chips fall. And I 
think there are about five or us or....s.ix of us that are going to wind up 
making the decision. And it worries the hell out of me. 
Now, something else along those lines, it just escaped me. Go ahead. 
W And you think you might wind up making the decision because of the diametrically 
opposed camps on the other side. 
~ M 
B Thatrs right. (W - hang~against, defending against this conspiracy) Thatrs 
~ 
right and of course you canrt - when you make a decision of this nature, you 
onna make some en · n the way . Dale Latter says you may wind up voting 
for p ent - he wasnrt waying 1 o me _::_ e saia.- you may wind up voting 
for impeachment and get reelected - but you won;t get reelected the second 
time - which may be something to think EMN about . 
w 
/ 1/ 
~ ID I~€ What · Q ·; n:r mean by that? 
flb><-f) 
I think he meant that once the heat of passion has ~ast - the heat of the 
occasion has passed and they realize what a dastardly deed we have done ----
i. 
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B✓ for history, why you are going to have to be shot down. But there 1 s a lot 











Well, thatts about all I can think of right now. 
Oh, let me close it with your reflectinas at this time on the question 
of whether impeachment proceeding should be televised - either the 
presentation of evidence in the committee or the floor debate. 
I certainly do not think the floor debate should be televised. No sir. 
No sir. (W - why is that - incidentally can I use this part for the 
newspaper ON this question) Oh, well, for the newspaper, as far as I 1 m 
concerned, my view of it is very simple. I have no objection at this 
~o_!!lent to televising any PB6~ion of the deliberations of -Ehe""Ju:d~c±a:ry 
ommittee but the minute,xmix I .h:§:_ve to recognize that the television 
people are not always the best mannered and the minute I feel like 
t ~ are abusing their situation and the minute I find out that 
its interferring with the fair deliberations of the Committee, I wontt 
hesitate to say so and ask that they be removed. Now thatts basically 
my feeling o~it. 
Now as far as any kind of debate that would take place on the Floor of 
the House of Representatives, my present inclmnation is to say that 
that would be most inappropriate cause its me~ never been done in the 
case of a parti san denate and I would tliiiil<7:Iiat7:his is the wrong place 
t ostart imimlha.k.Tng exc~ntions t o-rhe-rtt.le--;--I just wou:r-d7:nink--that 
that would be too much. One of my considerations is that - the ham 
instinct of the American politican and there are only 38 on~the committee 
and that may be too many but with 435 in the House, ttrat-wouid be 
iml)OSsib'"le. --- -
What about the a~ argument that it would be useful for the American 
people to have the opportunity to follow this process as thoroughly as they 
could? 
Well, debate is not generally very enlightening from the point of view 
of the public because much of the information that d~oes into it would 
have already been received - --!here will be written,rct rtainly in the 
hands of all members · of any floor deliberation and I really 
don ~ .. J~~~ 1 would be very enlightemung. It would be - no, I just 
think it woula be a mistake right now but Itm reserving judgement on 
it until Itm confronted with the roblem so that all I can say is that 
is ing. ts beneath the dignity o the House, I think. 
Was there anything further you wanted to add off the record on it? 
No. Thatts summary all for all and thatts the way I feel about it. 
-30-
" Pagel - 5/ 7/ 74-
B Alright now, we haven't had a chance to talk since the meeting of - the 
midnight meeting,except for the things you ran in the paper. 
W Talk about your vote and maybe the reaction to it. 
rt 
l::/ 
B Well now I was - I felt that the vote at the time was pretty inconsequential. 
Actually we had three votes - you know - one of them was to table the motion, 
one of them was to accept the motion to direct the chairman to write to the 




of yes - if all republicaE~ voted no ZRB§EKe0f except one if the one 
republican who voted yes1fiaheUoted no it would not ha~e passed because 
it would have been a tie vote. I was shocked at the abuse that he received 
from the other republicans there '"a:nd later as the result of his vote. I 
feel like that its kind of a shocking situation to me that this is shaping 
up into a party line vote. At the time I felt like it was quite a.n -
inconsequential vote, it was something approaching assinity to write a 
letter to the President telling him he was in M noncompliance when it was 
so apparent that he was and apparently it would have accomplished nothing 
that I really didn't have a whole lot of trouble with the vote. The 
only reason I would have voted for it because - considered voting for 
it was because it was meaningless for or against bvt when it shaped up to 
a party line Dean Bir makin s eeches t _ the 
n J~ at this was nothing more than a partisa et the 
iw,r-- Pre , is vo e, en was - regreted perhaps 
~
vol:l'ng as I e.ia: because that certa1nly wc1.s not my thinking . at the time 
an the President of the United States hasn't learned very 
6 mu.cli i( he 1 s go w en ~his apprca ch ~ ~t ~~ t.Q..__- his pragma-f i 
~
t2,... the ~licbwau-Haldeman theory or use 
greatly. I think the public reaction to the vote was the one 
~ 
Birch took however and I was really surprised how many people 
[$-, it was a test acquescience in White House pressure or not. To me, clearly, 
it was not. In the first place I did not feel like I had been subjected to 
any White H0 use pressure. I was subjected to arguments by the republicans 
but none of it malicious prior to the vote. Afterwards of course, I did 
feel like to attacks on Cohen were unnecessary. 
Several people sort of invited me to be critical of Cohen by giving me 
an opportunity to agree with them that it was a helluva thing to do. 
W Where was this -
r J J Committee members and in the cloak room. (W-it was no formal caucus or 
, ..,..., anything like that) Oh, no, no, no purging operation - just people in 
~ conversations discussing it with me were critical of him and wanted me to join in the chorus of criticism and I told them that if I had thought if it w~J.!-li1P.e that close, I would have voted with Cohen - that he really 
' 1 wasn't/ tfi~ s~ing vote, I did it just to kinda - as a joke but it didn't 
go over very well. 
W What was the response? 
B The response was, well, we change the subject. You're one too, huh. But 
basically I feel like that the vote was misconstrued and it's too bad. 
W What sort of things were they saying about Cohen? 
B Oh, just - well that's basically it - you know - nobody suggested it 
was anything but his own judgement but the feeling was that it was 
showing a lack of loyalty to the party. But the thing about it that 
concerns me is I see no party loyalty shaping up in this situation~ 
'-
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B or loyalty to the President. He certainly has let us down as a party by 
the manner in which he has handled this thing. Larry H0gan, also following 
our ... (telephone interruption) 
w 
~ 
Following the meeting on - Larry ~ an - as the transcript will reveal, 
\_....---'got into the question with the chairman of his criticism of Jenner, 
although it wasn't as obvious as that - at that time. 
Was this after the midnight meeting ... 
~ 
After the midnight meeting, before adjounnment, he raised a point of order 
or parlimentary inquiry and tried to be critical of N Jenner . And then 
he wrote a long letter which I got yesterday as its commented on in this 
morning's Washington Post about - ~ing Ed Hutchinson to l:ll'ge his firing 













I 1 ve been disappointed in Jenner's to take the republican position 
in much thats taking a minority view in pursuing in much of what he's 
done but I rtainl think its the ement for the republicans 
to get into another Arc 1 ad Cox situation and I was gad to see a 
Eaffutchinson had the judgement to shoot t hat down before it got too far 
off. 
I have the feeling that the public stir over it will be sufficient warning 
to Jenner - bring him into line on his viewpoint ... 
No, I don't think Jenner is - I think Jenner will follow any line of 
questioning that will lead to the truth and he's certainly not going 
to be - he's certainly going to be there and St. Clair 1 s going to be 
there. I'm not worried about getting a fair examination of the witnesses 
and a fair presentation of the evidence as I now view it. If it develops 
differently, I'll certainly rave to recognize it but I don 1 t believe 
that's going to be our problem. That's the only two things that have 
occurred to me. 
Before we leave the Cohen thing, can you be kind of specific on the 
sort of views he was taking, did you ever hear anybody sort of verbally 
beat him on the hand for instance? 
No, I think basically, no - the only thing was just - well I didn't 
encourage the comment - but just a statement audibly made - an audible 
statement - and a statement made audible to him or about him - to the 
effect ·can ou ht to stick to eth r on a thin like this . 
And that was it. And he was upset a ou 1 - upset that it offen e is 
people but he felt like he had made commrentments earlier in the game that 
wouldn't let him do anything else. 
Was it about that time that you made the remark you did, that his vote 
the swing vote ... 
Yeah, anybody asked me, that was what I gold them and I still feel that 
way. I would have hated to see it end up in a tie tcause that 
be a refrection on the committee and wouldn't nave accomplished anything 
either. ----Yeah it could have been - what was it - 20 to 18. 
Yeah, if he had voted the other way, it would have been 19 to 19 and it 
would have been a tie. 
And that would have just hung it up - the effect it would have had would 
have been no love either wav. 11) 


















ThatTs it. The motion would have failed. 
Course youTve got some flack from constituents on it and editorials ... 
Yeah, I havenrt gotten a whole lot of - I guess to think that editorial 
comment and everybody elses comment e indicated we should have made it 
a matter of record that the President was in noncompliance and failure 
to vote for this was an approval of the Presidentts position. Well, I 
was there and I listened to it for 5 hours and I didnrt think so. But 
its a typical example of the intellectual capacity of newspaper editors. 
And its a hard thing once the formal vote is made to explain why 
Yeah, well, thatrs right. Itrs hard to explain and thatTs what concerns 
me - thatrs what makes me begin to realize that the vote - whatever vote 
you make - is not going to be explained. The record is going to speak 
for itself and thatts going to be it and thatxs makes it a little bit 
more difficult to handle. But you also got to explain it to yourself ... 
ThatTs most important. 
I t h ink in this view, thatts the most important but itts going to be 
put a little support in it anyway you look at it. 
When will the evidence begin? 
I think - I talked to Rodino on the floor yesterday and he keeps trying 
to get it. He says Thursday or Friday but I know that hets campaigning 
these days and hets using his Fridays for political purposes and so wetll 
get it done on Thursday would be my guess. He also said he thought DoreTs 
presentation would take about a week and he would want it to be in closed 
session and then he would think three or four weeks after that. He also 
said that we would certainly get our Memorial Day recess and we ought 
to be through by the 4th of July recess. { 11,£,w-) 
And it just amazes me, he was in extremely good spirits, kinda like he 
was a pepped up on - you know - some kind of a fresh air experience 
cause he looked enthusiastic, fresh and healthy - not showing any signs 
of depression, which I thought Wednesday and Thursday of last week he 
was a little bit frayed around the edges when I talked to him on the 
phone. So I ±:ik think he feels like he did the right thing and the 
committee is being pretty well accepted. 
This was on Monday when you talked to him ... 
Yes, I talked to Rodino on Monday. (W -see him in person or on the phone) 
Seemed relaxed and in good spirits which would indicate - you can read him 
a - little bit, kind of an emotional sort of guy and so my reading of him on 
M0 nday is that he feels pretty confident about the course hets followed so 
far. Just from his attitude otherwise hetd be pretty shook up. 
There isntt much taking place this week on it except reading the transcripts. 
It will be Thursday of this week, there will be some meeting of the committee. 
I would think so, yeah. They calle~1me~ I was on an educational television program - with Paul Duke, heTs a18£a~sm~te of mine and now works for - you 
know him. (W-yes, used to work in Richmond) He went to college with me 
(W - at W&L) No, Univ. of Richmond. I didntt know him too well thene but 
now hexs was with NBD AND NOW HEns WITh this educational television. HeT 
was put t ing together a program of four or five like St. Clair, Rodino and 
, ~age 4 ~////4 
B Butler talking about what the program was going to be - it 1 s a docwnentary 
for educational tv. (W-just the 3 of you) No, I think Liz Holtzman and -
I can 1 t remember liho else he 1 s going to have on there. It struck me that 
it was nice of him to ask me and its going to be put together for that 
Wednesday or Thursday night sort of preparing people for live coverage 
of the hearing or whatever hearings take place. And that 1 s where we are. 
W On the Jenner question again, you said and you 1 ve said in past sessions 
that you 1 ve a little uneasy about Jenner feeling he 1 s not reflecting 
the minority viewpoint quite enough but you 1 ve also said hers too big 
to fire. Now apparently that 1 s still the situation, I guess ... 
B He 1 s too big to fire. He 1 s too big to fire, that 1 s right, and after all 
we gonna be there to protect ourselves and if we have questions about 
objectivity of a particular examination why we can x raise our own 
questions. 
W And you donrt think this business with Hogan will cause him to become any 
more reflective of the minority viewpoint on it. 
B No, I don 1 t - its quite the contrary. 
W - Yeah, make him dig in his heels .. 
B Well, its just like the proposal to theletter of noncompliance, I 
guess if it hadn 1 t passed why the White~~ouse would have considered it 
an approval. And there 1 s another reason why Ithought it was foolish to 
raise it - to bring it on. So all those things have interpretations 
which really aren 1 t justified but that 1 s the way things shape up. 
W You 1 ve had a chance now to look over the transcripts - maybe not in 
great detail yet but maybe so, what general impressions do you gain from 
reading those? 
B Well, you know, I 1 ve talked to my wife about it more than anybody else 
I guess and we oth have a feeling that the conversations sound a little 
bi..t., unnatural. She re e · u now - what we 1 ve got is the 
exp~~~~d ~eciiti...S!,n and it sounds a little bit like~ bunch of school kids 
at ~ g school play. noh, yes ... is that right ... hi, there . .. ff and att 
of that s011t of stuff. It 1 s...._so unnatural it makes you believe that its 
really just a - you 1ve got to get the full flavor of it. filld I think the 
tapes have got to be there to get the full flavor of it anct"-f think its -
r ' Justcan 1 t understand the white House not being more cooperative i~this 
~'~ regard. The implicatiors it has for the way business is conducted orvnigh 
~ ~ _L""' levels is kinda frightening. rrm sure though that Lyndon Johnson and Harry 
Trwnan operated pretty much the same way. Eisenhower or President Kennedy 
h L - Bobbie Kennedy I 1 m sure - John Kennedy - those people, I think that 1 s 
~ 
consistent with their personality and what we know about them b.ut to have 
it laid out bare, I think the lady from the W · alled it 
~ 
indecent exposure ought toge of Pulitzer Priee - c~use thats 
~
exactly what it-is. , -------But you know - I - we didn 1 t - I:-:~::t:-:-:~~~~.;;;~:.,;_..:.;;;,,;.;~=~~~~"::was 
G ernor and we certainl didn 1 t of 
Virginia int at way. I was very c ose to Mills Godwin w 
was Governor - he may have felt that way about the republicans. 
feel that this is n£b the way it has to be and I donrt f110W how to say 
that without being/cr~tical of the administsration or/2verybody else 
but anybody that goes around and tries to excuse it by saying that it 1 s 
always been that way is probably right but I don 1 t believe that 1 s necessary 
at all. And if you don 1 t gitze your opposition for inteJJ ectuaJ int~ity 
















And I don't think the Congress is run that way ... not my view of it. I think 
Wayne Hayes and Jack Brooks are perfectly capable of carrying on that way 
but the average person that I've dealt with has been reasonable in the sense 
that they're not out to get you and I've always found in my dealings that 
there's a level of descretion - between people of opposite political views 
that they a~Rxgm.i.Jagx±& don't cross over. If, for example, a man came to 
me and said - I've got to do this because of my relationship with a veryE 
influential man back home and I want your help - I would feel like I was 
breaching the confidence if I mentioned that in the course of an argument 
on the point and everybody understands that. And so you use a degree of 
candor in your exchanges with one another that facilitate,your conduct 
of your business. 
This revealing of the tapes is going to make that a whole lot more difficult. 
Also, the release of the tapes indicating the way business is transacted 
within the party and the malicious motivation in many instances, is just 
going to be damaging and as I say - and I'm sure that's the way it's been 
conducted by big guns in the past - but it 1 s a mistake and maybe out of 
it comes the kind of reaction that you always get with anything of this 
nature. Maybe that's the silverlining otherwise I see none. 
And the silver lining being that it may be a warning ... 
It's a warning - that's right! You 
home - it was a pretty good insight 
of sayi~g that vou can't 
them lS crazv. Caus 
aIT and we qoi~g ta be IUQre carerw. an 
to me back 
- the idea 
g@Ilg to be careful from now on - ror a 
of insurance that you get out orthis. Which I thought was pretty candid 
and I think the reaction to this is going tobe tR1 require a higher 
standard in your exchanges with one another. ~&/i'::tRink we~re ~oing to 
have to_J.aak at s.om,_e legislation that's going to protect tee e"cutive 
pr1vllege he~ea£te~4 - --
~
We haven't gotten into that yet but that sure it - like the war powers 
act that came out of the Cambodian and Viet Nam experience - I think we're 
boing to get some kind of an executive privilege legislation to come out 
of this and it should - quite properly. To define the limits on which 
- regarding which the President does not have to reveal what has taken 
place in his office. 
So far its been fairly much left up to the executive, hasn't it? 
Well, there has been - it's been left up to the executive but the Congress 
has been silent and the executive has been controlled by the Constitution 
but I think we ought to be able to define - I think a person goes in to 
t to the President of the United States is titled ta tznow the gt'ound 
rules under whic es an I lan to divert my energies o that 
when 
How about the President discussing blackmail and clemency and all this ... 
and apparently discussing this as alternatives ... 
Well, you know all of those things are certainly a legitimate areas of 
any person who has that power is entitled to discuss it but the thing 
that concerns me is that these people felt like they knew the President 
United States well enough to cane in there and suggest all these 
to him even as apossibilities and at's a direct reflection on 
· me greatly. I wou e s oc ed if 
a sad I've got a bribe that's been 
. \ 
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I/·~ B offered and I feel it 1 s my duty to give xkR you ±MR opportunity to take it 
- if you want it . And that 1 s the substance of it - I mi.x just thinkiNg that 
/,/V '\;a,it the idea that the President of the United States has to reach the degree 
~ of fami]jarity with his staff that they felt like they could even discuss 









I still don 1 t see the evidence yet revealing his involvement in · but 
of course when the committee gets ro , mmi tee staff 
gets through with him, we might~ - we may have a different view of it. 
What about the March 21st tape -
I 1 ve onl¥ re~d the one tape, I haven 1 t read the committee versbn and I 
haven 1 t / ¥n~r~ape that we 1 re going to get. 
You 1 ve read the unedited version of the March 21st ... 
I 1 ve read the - there 1 s an unedited version. (W-I 1 m serry - the edited version) 
The edited version as presented to us by the White H
0
use - yes. But you 
realize t hat there are two other versions of that. Our own tape and our 
own reading of the tape and the first proposal from the White House and 
we 1 re going to have those presented to us - that 1 s one thing I mentioned 
to Rodino - they goin 1 to lay down side by side so we can see. 
Do you have a feeling that with the discussion of blackmail and the President 
saying at one point - even in the edited version - speaking of - when he 
says to Dean suppose you get a million bucks and you get the proper way 
to handle it, you can handle that side. Dean says uh-huh. President s ays 
it would seem to me that would be worthwhile. And then later that night 
apparently some payment being made. Does that seem to you - even from the 
unedited version - to put the President pretty close to involvement - I 1m 
not asking you abviously to make any final judgement but how does that 
strike you? 
You want to lay out all the x~ tapes (B-that 1 s right) and all the other 
available ... 
And that 1 s what I hope the staff is doing. If those hundre d people over there 
haven 1 t done that then we 1 ve really been taken. 
The other thing - did we talk about - yes, we talked about it - the money 
the appropriation. Okay, that 1 s about it, as far as my recollection goes. 
~ 
You know all of the things you get involved in all the collateral - you said 
you wanted some annedotal material = I wish I had kept track of Henry 1 s 
F' r&:- travels - you know my son Henry is a - has been travelling around the 
/country on a bus pass and I don 1 t know that I ought to tell you this or 
/J" not but I 1ll just mention it - we still moved. I moved on the 24-th and 
that week you know xxk:i:t out here to McLean , moved all of my furniture 
an1'1. got some people who are ex-empl oyees of the office building to move 
me on - I believe it was the 25th - they moved me all day - that was 
one of the days - it was Wednesday the 24-th, one of the days we had one 
of our meetings going on in Mr. Hutchinson 1 s office and then the next 
day, the 25th, I went on home I had to drive home. I drove 




mean ~lKe ~ a.m en 1 got there I think. And Marshall was home from shcool 
and 1 e lnteresting. So I brought him 
--
1
- ··- zc me and my wif~ and so that was 
e carpeting. 
week to help me get the - but 
there working in my apartment 
W HeTs in high school. 
B Yeah, he got suspended for cutting class but he should have been suspended, 
he should have been whipped, 
a ~ 
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W Thursday morning the 2nd of May ... 
B Yeah, thatYs when we met and we discussed the rules of procedure, what we 
were going to adopt. Now we got a draft of those in advance. well Iyll leave 
you this - this is my report - you know I puti~ radio proadcast out. You 
1] J~Jr just stick that in the file. The thing about/is that which I think was 
~
'O.,..... progress here was that he referred the proposal to the Subcommittee. The 
~ 
Subcommittee went into it pretty thoroughly and it was a unanimous report. 
The real question in my mind was the extent to which we would give St. 
C air t · ht to amine witnesses. There was real apprehension 
on the committee that he would o s us - use his office to obstruct 
the hearing. My fe,eling about" that was that he is an experienced :t~:ail 











h" self in a osi · ein criticised by the Committee and he~s 
going to play it by ear and we an we nee nYt ave any worry a out 
him abusing the privileges cause we reserve the right to cut him off at 
any time and on the basis of that Iym not a bit concerned about it and 
I tMMl&XwizRk!zazl01zss'PE~ thought we had a lot of unnecessary discussion 
on that subject. The question of whether - you know - we gave him the 
right to question. Now wkatberx@FZN~X the question as to whether thatYs 
the right to cross examine comes up. Because a cross examination is where 
the adverse party has more liberties in asking questions than the guy who 
has the direct examination. Iym sure you are familiar with that. 
The leading question bit ... 
Leading question and contradictory - yeah - you know - you impeach him and 
the extent to which St. Clair can impeach the witnessR by his own prior 
inconsistent statements and things of that nature is sort of something 
I think we just gotta play by ear. I have no judgement - no question 
or doubt about it that we will get ample opportunity to go into that 
and weYre cutting a new kind of path. But you see its not an adversary 
proceeding therefore you donYt define cross examination in the terms 
of the defendants lawyer being able to cross examine the prosecutions 
witness. Its an investigation. I think weYre giving him all the courtesy 
and all the grace that heYs entitled to and if he doesnYt have the grace 
to use it wisely then heYs spent too much time with Dean Birch. 
YouYre really down on Dean B(i(rch ... I donYt blame you from your standpoint 
or from the partyYs standpoint. 
That's right, I think its - I mean my god we gpt rjd of Erlichman and 
H deman and what have we at - Dean Birch and General Ha e. Well, I 
· - ra Hague is out of his depth. I mean thatYs not his field -
hes strategy and I mean he 1 s - u4fi - domestic policy. Heys not political 
manuvering and he doesnYt - and public relations - so, shoot, I ~:tpnYt 
blame General Hague. Heys just out - heYs out of his field. Theyo'aght 
to keep him out oiiY. - · · ~-
Called him to do something heYs not ... 
... not trained to do, not inclined to do and doesnYt understand and he 
doesnYt have Kissinger to guide him and so - I canyt be hard on Hague, I 
think heYs - thatYs just the way I feel about him. But Dean Birch has 
been around long enough to have learned something. 
Of course I think you werenYt too surprised to think of Birch having this 
sort of approach to things because of his ties ... 
Well, Iyve been totally surprised by the White House every step of the way. 
Now, goddamn it, why in the world they had to go public on these things 
and why they had to release them to the ... I'll never understand. And the 
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B President ·ust doesn't know how to read e le an more if he 
3 fzyes Archibald ox int e manner · i and now br i ngs these things 
fl"'/ _ out. l think its hurt him badly - badiy - there isn't mail that writes 
~ 
and says I think the President did exactly right. I haven't gotten a single 
ff' letter that said the President should rave . .. and I haven't gotten a single, 
anybody said to me - the President should have released those tapes. And 
:__ J ~'t know in America - I don't anybody who thinks it was a good idea. 
,.... ~ I guess 
W Isn't this amazing that 2 years a go a man had the greatest landslide/ in 
history in the country and yet now it seems he's just completely miscalculated 





Well, he wasn't,he was no better then except that - in part that he was but 
hemj,sread the result s because he got a one-sided victory. But I think he 
demonstsrated the cardinal rule of poli tics - in that election - and that 
is select your opponent with care . And then he had not selected some other 
opponent why it would have been better for RR the country. I really feel like 
demo r tic party deserves some of the blame in not really r i s i n to the 
Q.;Casion and coming up wi e candidate o - w o would have had 
a silJ:?stantial f oll owing io tbis country . !fie implic ati11s fbr what its going 
to do to the two party s~stero iwztiaisxellllaNt~¥ are fr 1 gbtening although tne 
~ e"ac t ion is - as the pendelum swings tbe Nll»Esit:e other way tbis fall is 
goi~ to be pretty frightening but that's what happens. 
W Is it your view the so called dirty tricks had really very little to do 
with democrats ... 
B Dirtv tricks had J:J.Q.thing to do with the result - and I think very little to 
nomination process. It was an abdication by the 
party because they didn't - they just overshot - just the same thing happened 
to them in '72 as happened to us in '64. You get one area of the political 
spectrum that takes charge and that's what happened. Now the way tliings 
are shaping up here we are polar ixing into a very conservative party -
the democrats are polarizing into a very liberal party and that's kind of 
frightening for the country because the liberals are a majority of the 
democrats - I don't think they have a majority of the sentiment that's 
more moderate - the majority sentiment of the whole Congress is far more 
moderate than those people who control the democratic party but they're 
able to parley their minority position into control and you see it all 
sorts of places, coming up in any kinda of committee that's appointed, 
commission that's named, why you can see i:t what's happening - kinda of 
frightening. 
W On the procedures - as you say - it is new - its the first time anybody's 
tried this sort of thing ... 
B Well, of course there have been situations where it has been present 
before - by counsel has been present before bijttI . f~el lfke we've -
5-fp ~-:.:, we haven't had this significant a hearing - iRxRii~~N to impeaching f~- a President and we doubtless didn't get this far along and this Halstead 
j..,......-,- Ritter fella was - I don't think that was of major consequence that it 
makes that much difference. So at this moment I would say that it's almost 
~1,q/f without ~~Rsiimud: precedent but~ven the precedents don't go as far as 
~ '( we~ re going in terms of giving St. Clair the power to - the discretion 
to represent the President and we have. I think its part of th~_ Q.V...~l 
democ esi en om letel e the ar ent 
a t e President has not a air trial and a £i~x~ fair opportuni 
to pr . · And you don't give 'Ehem that kind of rope unless 
you got some way to hang him. And that's the frightening part. 
.•,• /6 




















You play a role as I recall in the - on the floor during the special order 
debate in a with Don Edwards in kind of forcing the democrats 
hand to give representation - fair representation to the President. 
I don't know whether I forced their hand or not but I was surprised at the 
answer I got. 
Surprised at the answer you got from Edwards. 
Don Edwards. 
The answer being in effect that there was a majority of democrats who agreed 
that the President ought to have representation. 
That was the first time - but I do think th~ democrats - the ACLU syndrome 
w 'ch dominates a lot of democra in an embarrassing position on 
th~question an ey in ly resolved it this way an ~~t~h~i~nk~-;.....:~;.:__;::.::;;..:.::::..;;;; 
: took some courage for him to take that osition - in ou ow -
;~ n lin a ou en - although he's prejadged it, he's not going 
worrying ilz:tlax±xmM~ a air 
... give him a fair x~~ trial and hang him ... 
That's right! 
Do you feel there's some prospect for a - some real wrangling over the 
St. Clair role once you get into the presentation of evidence - for instance 
maybe some of the hot heads on the democratic side saying - he's obstructing, 
we want a ruling ... 
No, I think Rodino got 'em under control. 
You think he will be able ... 
Yes Sir. 
What about from the other side - some of the loyalists - if we use that 
phrase - on the republican side of the committee, anticipating any stringing 
out of the process from them maybe them saying he should be able toask 
him more thorough question or we're not getting a proper ... 
I think both sides are going to be alert to that possibility~-~'--:.:.;~ 
o ow to resolve that is to quietly tell the c 
OfLa big show an a s rom o si es and because I x:ik think I - well, 
I 1'eel like Nill from my relationship with him is such that I won't have 
any problem raising that question and anybody who feels that he can't talk 
to the chairman that ~y - ell, I don't want to be too critical but I 
feel like they are the archite t eir own mis ortune - and we 1 ve got 
some of ffi@ll like Ura L. 
-30-
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B One thing I meant to talk about is I think since :tkR:sRzia:s:txt:alksxzxidti.Nk 
w:2zxexaa0x~ka:tz~Ja1!! we 1 ve since we 1 ve last talked we 1 ve had that one opening 
session on Thursday of the - on last Thursday, the first session of the 
impeachment inquiry - what it amounts to - rand the one - there 1 s a guy around 
there named Michelson - do you know him - h_e 1 s in charge of all the media I 
guess - he 1 s in charge of the Eelevision and radio, he must be some kind of an 
funployee of the House of Representatives cause he 1 s the one that 1 s giving all 
the signals and everything about when they can tape and when they can 1 t and 
so forth and he started in there at the session. And he went to collegewith ~ ~~-
~e --=-I didn 1 t know him too well but rrve been seeing this k guy stancl."ing-- 1 1'~~~ -
around and he looked vaguely familiar. Eventually I introduced myself and ,, 
~Rii realized that we had been in college together but as the session opened 
he walked up to me and just before it started and shook my hand and said, 
nwelcome to histor_y_,n which I thought was quite an interesting observation 
ca.use up to then I really hadn 1 t thought that it was a particularly significant 
day but/ ~~ kicked the ball off on that session why it was a little bit something 
to think about. 
~r 
- ~ 
It was interesting from my point of view, that as we went into the executive 
session, l 1 ve been m~kxx very much opposed to executive sessions when I was 
in the general assembly cause its systematically,and of course the president 
himself has kinda used it to keep out of the public domain what probably 
belongs there so its well abused. I was reluctant to do it but it seemed 
pretty clear to me that if we were gonna get - have any impeachment, why 
what was necessary to be made public would become public and what - much of 
what we had gotten was - much of the evidence that we 1 ve gathered had come 
~ ,.,, . 
,,p11V 
to us with the understanding that the confidential nature of the - of it would 
not be jeopardized except as a part of the actual presentation - an impeachment 
presentation. That 1 s the stuff that came from the Grand Jury, Senate -
Watergate---i!earings - portions of them were in executive session - so we went 
ahead and used this and used the excuse, that as a basis for going into executive 
session and I guess it 1 s going to work out all right. 
On Tuesday 1 s session, we - it was announced - this is Tuesday, May 14, it was 
announced that we would close our - we would have a meeting on Wednesday 
morning to deal with the supena and St. Clair had been there all along and 
he was given the opportunity to file a memorandum in objection - memorandum 
in opposition,and the memorandum that 1 s in support of the supena as well as -+~ his memoranda in opposition were supposed to be released to the lUlil public. 
) -A~ Well, as soon as we were - they were delivered to us, both of them at the 
~
~.,,.., same time, just as we weEe concluding, then a member of the cmmmittee, I believe 
twas Larry HOgan, inquired as to whether/~[ were bound by our rules of 
onfidentiality as to these too and Cameron · said no and Mr. Doar said no. 
(?;_rf:,_ ( nd then Hogan said well there rs references to the confidential information 
~
t,-L•'Y that we 1 ve had in St. CJair 1 s brief and they suddenly became aware of that 
a:p.g__had a real sort of a situation that would have been pretty embarrassin 
to_have conducted it in public but John Doar picked up St. Clair 1 s brief and 
started reading it and said well we shouldn 1 t acce tit because it does 
vio a e our rues o confidentiality. Te airman said, well, we 1re not 
ill a business session - I can 1 t rule on that - rule on a motion to - any 
kind of motion - can 1 t have a motion under those circumstances and so the 
~of it was that the chairman told St. Clair that he wasn 1 t going to accept 
his 'm~e~m~o=r=a=n~d~um=-~a~n~di--r=-=e~t~ur==n~e~d~ t~h;::--:::em=-~a~l~l.-:t~o=-=ih~im2 . .:..:..:...~No=w:':--~I~d~i~d~n~1 t:,:-=-~s~e~e~a~n=y~t□h~i~n~g,-...;.1~rr-~ the 
paper about that this morning. 
W There was something ... (B-there may have been) apparently some of those were 
circulating around .. . 
B Well, I gave mine back, no, I didn 1 t play any role in that except that I 
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St. Clair - hers just iEk looked like her a been whipped - he didnrt say anything -
he just sat there and took it. 
W This is the first time yourd been in with him ... 
Yeah, well, this is the second day hers been there. (W-he didnrt do anything) 
He didnrt do anything today, really, except to answer the question that he 
was asked several times - are you going to be bound by our rules of confidentialit) 
and he asi always said - yes. 
St. Clair is an interesting guy to watch operate though. Hers pretty efficient 
in his ... hers always a very prodif-i.ous note taker and he takes his notes on a 





Wonder what that portends ... 
It portends that hers - that indicates to me that he does his own thinking 
that hers decided that a spiral notebook is more efficient than le al pad 
an sot atrs how he does i · · at ough I never ha 
the temerity to use anything but a legal pad in my career. 
Irve been impressed by the physical bulk of St. Clair though, gosh, he's just 
-+(__ as rotund as he is tall cilmost. And he wears (W-you didn • t --iook at the 
, f pictures) no, he doesn 1t - he doesnrt come through that way in a pfficture but 
~ his diameter must be quite substantial but he does work hard and he pays 
~ attention and when we started off the Thursaay morning and the experience 
~~1 ,.....- wa:s pretty good for me to watch Doar and we had a bit of background i1rformation 
I,.;. ,n which was given us when we first got xkee there and just told all the players -
vr"'~R nd this is public information - this background thing but I just noticed 
VI', that at the same time we were given the background information we were given 
~ an index and the first volume of our presentation by John Doar and I noticed 
that St. Clair - he · ' waste an time listenin to the back rormd informa-
tion cause he knew that like a book . He a ready started in reading the 
evidence and ever·y thing and taking notes and he made real good use of his 
Qne I~- Several times during the recesses I I ve asked him or hls 
associate - Jack, what's his name - if there are any surprises and they 
continue to say none, so far - which is has also been interesting. 
O I felt like when St. Clair got there,ki.nd Doar did make a very good presentation 
Vlf' µ~ and the way that they obviously - hers made pretty good use of bis staff -
~
lthough with a hundred people he couldn't help it - but the sheer volume 
e i ence a e co · s een le to sift through and 's1it.L 
> .! ~nr:t>Y•~ st:ili into an intelligent manner is pre y goo but I coulchr t 
f , ;- he · a it rs a little bit unfair to the White House unless the 
C'°' ,V relatively small staff they've got to be ca e upon to res . rt 
~
VlJ :I / of-presentation as St. ClaTr's going to fave to do - and I'm no"t a't all certain 
tha~ he nasnrt been out manuvered whether deliberately or not by winding up -
-, _~ ·th such a little staff and such a large obligation and his failure to respond 
@ ~ is going to reflect on his client. So thats · e interesting to watch 
_fl. "lso ... w~er St. Clair is going to come up with anything but he seems to 
"IJ{ , -,j.J/ he's poised and certainly doesn't panic. Well, he looked whipped when they 
;(lvt. :_
111/g' ouldn' t let him use his memorand~but he does have a kind of a - that sort 
.t... ~ fa countenance to begin with , Ia ntt - I can't read him unless I've seen 
1 , ~ome - can't - haven't got too much to compare it - haven't got too much of 
control series to work with. 
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B Oh, yeah, I remember the famous description of John Foster Hulles - as dull, 
duller, dulles. And John Doar I ±hlcn think is cut from the same wood. He's 
very personable and very nice guy but he's - his presentation has been -
of its nature, is going to be fairly dull but I think he'sv.rung it dry and 
that's Doar. 
We started off ... 
gotten 
W By the way, before you get into that, have you g:ixen any credit from any 
of the republican leadership or Hutchinson, anybody, for your role in sort 
of pressing the democrats to admit that it would be fair to have St. Clair 
in there - have representation - you and Edwards had that colloquy on the floor ... 
B I'm the only guy that recognizes the significance of that - so far. (W-you and 
me) No, nobody said anything about that, come to think of it. 
You know we had quite a discussion in the presentation of our - the adoption 
of our procedural rules b tween the ri h s±imn~x questions and 
, 11 the right to cross examine an t. Clair made the comment in is - rrMeet 
~: U-Nf tii.e Press'' or whatever it was that there'was all the difference in the world. 
r
1
»/~ suspect now that we are not going to get to the point of where there's going 
~ ~to be that kind of factual development in our committee. I'm more and more of 
-~ the view that the fewer witnesses we call the b . 'There are not too many 
.N peo le - too mucy thats een ca e to our attention so art at can e 
"'"-4...- .
1 
r solved b witnesses, ± ill s ve y our ta es and ot er rw things so I'rq_beginning to suspec a we won ave that big a witness -
presentation of witnesses - I may change my mind as we go along. We're still 
on volume two ~i something. 
t~~As we started on our Thursday morning thing I didn't - Bill Cohen said to me 
~ ~~ _ you know this job - I said we' re really going to have to start sweating now -
✓✓~-, and he said - I thinR what he said was all our agonies are going to lifted , 
-v2.A( ir' rrom us pretty soon and that was in res onse to a newspaper· r·epul'L that John 
-. t1'1 " '-' __ an John Anderson had just wade their sta emen s wi re erence the 
~A v--i presidents resignatj on. , I think oohn Rhodes backed off from his a lit Lie bit 
~-:"; shDr·Lly after that but there was andistinct impression on Thursday morning 
~ ong the committee "dents resignation - that t e presi en would 1'r',- s ..._ y resign now ~re:i¥ it is Wednesday morning a wee ater an rea y 
have exactly the opposite impression. I think the president - the prospects 
of the Presidents resignation haven't altered during the last week since -
two weeks - since he released the tapea ... transcripts ... but W{i~erumors have 
~ certain! intensified and become less fre ent,sort of in a Na~ but I don~t 
-C/✓22~fB lieve the president has c anged his mind a it. 
\,.I" _,/ 
}( '{c;.,~../ y own view of it has changed almost that too - fhere was a time when I went 
h~me r last weekza:miz±alk:iiagz±0xpe0]!§.le ~eekend an~ talking to people and cha ting 
~: X1" with my ~~½~nas well when l"-had the real feeling that the jrresident of the United 
~tvu~~ S@es ~~:WH---resign for the good of the country. I haa This - which was a 
? ir ~~plete reversal from m earlier- osition that he oughtn't to quit unless 
~ he was prepared to admit to his guilt .. but ion f:rronrthe~-~ was vf' so-great, I thou ht that - I felt like it to force his resigna in 
l / ..,_.,,./ because - buL_on reflection, I'm still of 
~ ,., if' t at he hang in there and ~'7~r observ owever re Ts a 
~ ~ I ~ernment that are not receiving 
~ 
his bi-centennja] admiujstratjoo that I~m on - tne president hasn't made 
, the appointments to that. He has three appointme~We went to a reat- deal 
· o rou e in writing the legis ation ogive over it - we've 
,-4 502,," got the legislation enacted becauseit they said we wer·e gu..ilig to get something 
~ done and move fast and so forth and yet the president hasn't made those 
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43 appointments.6e had a big scrap several months ago about the librarian 
Congress - same th~ pre.sjdent just hasn't gotten around to a~mimmo 
appointin a successor - so.there's just so much 'tha t the, president can 
d his time and Watergate is occupying it and 'l:nat's about it. 
W For these reasons and to get it done, you had some gut reactions that he 
should resign ... 
°t-;;;µ_ 
p~ 
fAI;J- B Well, there isn't any question about his comprom:&utng the process by his 
~~ position but I still that's what we got to do -A~ got to move it along 
~
~so that comes back to what I was saying a minute ago. I think its 
~~ less and less im ortant to have witnesses in there to testify to the Judiciary 
C mmittee~ think their · · · re is going to be an impeachment, 
mM might be just as appropriately come before the Senate - unless they ane 
absolutely essential to clear up some lingering doubts on a pretty significant 
area ;'ft!Y T feel like we'd better get this thing moving and get it over with 
one way or the other. 
, - for 
W Were you able to detect any bases EX these rumors that Nixon was going to resign 
~ st week - was there some orchestration that became visible -
~~~o - nothing , except the coincidence of statements by Anderson and Rhodes and 
~)1:-,/e~ body r s been g.ett.ing._j.nto_ t ~ ct - I think it was a misreading of sentiment 
A s fbY. some politicians up for reelection c!"cause of people are down on the 
_ r ~ '1,T}4'"1 pr siden u p en y of people E would like to see him impeac ed or removed 
_,,._~ but the num er o people w o to resign is not as stron .., __ 
~ ~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~,;;~~TE~rar~i.:th.t.lk~t1~~~~= r to see it done and see it done as the C pretty good system. u 
tJEi W You say the numberof peeple who want it done that way - you 're talking about 
constituents or xkll!x~E~:rsx other congressmen or Rhodes ... 
J_B No, T havenrt made any reading of my constituents in this regard, I just think 
~  that national sentiment of those who want him removed doesn't favor resignation. 
~ Th immediate short run benefits of removin this kind of agonizing experience 
~~- rom the ubl. on io snes re overridden, it seems to me, e 
yrj- . of not establishing a ~~exiMeNEX EE prescidant Wtv which is what will be cl imed. I suspect th 
; ~l more politica:rLfoundation for the impeachment 
~~ but histo · treated it as a totally politicali~ operation the same 
-9- ~y in history, this would be a r ecident, m a e president 
~
... man to hu~e been harrassed out o office and of course there's 
going to be his ... and so I'm still of the view that - I had a moment there 
p when I thought he ought to resign for the good of the cou'!-itry but I'm back 
to the view now that we just can't do it that way. But we sure have got 
to move it along fast if we're going to go . 
,/ 
Now you know the evidence - I've read the tapes - some of them - the evidence 
is how business is conducted on that level is pretty much along the lines that 
Hugh Scott has suggested - just kind of immoral Er although that 1 s putting it 
a little strongly - but tbe absence of any concern for - real concern for the 
~~ielfare of the conntry - ~ny expressed concern for the welfare of the country 
~~·. is, something that I think we_Ql!ght to think about. 
~t:on the other hand that seems perfectly £u fair - I;m not sure you articulate 
;.-. 0 ,,,_. that sort of a considera~n a cn~versati~ of th<:_~ nature no matter how 
~G--- d~ -ee±-ahorrrn-so the president may e getting a bad shake on that 
~
-f.J; too when ·t. --r- feel like viewing the tapes and I'm reading them 
~
lowly, and not with a whole lot of profit, because I don't think it contri-
uting much to the substance of what's before us, my general impression from 
the tapes is that its just shocking that the President of the United States 
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stv,J, ✓ 
- that employees of the White House felt thmmselves on such a relationship~ - /4 
with the president that they could come in there and use that strong a l3.~ v 
language and speak that candidly about other people in government. Really ' 
· a sense, I he 1 s develo ed a r tt ood relationship wit~ 
employees but an example that amiliari y .em.pt __ 
•~}vv' I also have the impression from the tapes and from the evidence presented to 
~ us that this guy Haldeman is a real genius. The manner in which he stayed 
~~'' on J:op of what was going on and ran the operation through the White House, 
( as chief of staff was most - is mast impressive to me and it goes back to 
,c,.. l r:•( what I said a moment ago~ ~he White House is not functioning as well as it once was and the president was running around the world playing with Henry Kissinger and Haldeman ran a pretty good ship but the president is home 
attending to domestic affairs at the moment and the ship is not functioning 
nearly as well. Watergate may be diverting him but not a whole lot - much 
more than the foreign policy was diverting him a year ago but Hague is just 
not up to it. Haldeman just ran a good ship and I tlil.ink we ought to recognize 
that. 
W The transcripts show that ... 
B The transcripts and the evidence before us indicate the degree to which 
Haldeman was in contact with his job and stayed on top of it and the president 
relied upon him. Maybe this Watergate s t uff has convinced the president 
that he has to take a closer interest in what 1 s going on - whatever it is 
- the quality of the work product has fallen - is slipping. 
W Not you mean Haldeman ran a good ship - in what terms ... 
B I mean in terms of the jobs that had to be done were done on±~~ time. The 
~ White House was kept advised of what was going on. Now in terms of carrying 
~
~ o~t the president 1 s wishes of course that 1 s a matter of which I don 1 t think 
_ -~ we have any knowledge but to the extent that the president - it 1 s demonstrated 
t 
fo\~ pretty clearly that the president could rely on him to do the jobs that he 
,.,u--ir </>-. hacl to do. Now of course when they got off into ±u this political espionage 
¾
~rstuff - without passing judgement on whether the president did or did not 
comprehend it - I__j:h" s oar judgement on his part - on Haldeman 1 s 
art and presumabl to the exten h · em:a.a.vised, the 
, v~ J2E._esi ent had poor judgement But I think o view of organiz ion 
V--'t1 L: and mechanics, he did a top notch job. I the president free to 
t\;#'J-~' o what he wanted to do on foreign policy - maybe too ree - w ich goes ack 
7 to what I said before. ~ .,.,.-: _ _ _  w ':. Pv YC)i,i thlfvc~ II s ~h Pl)/L l!c#-0,JV{- 7flr-- /~ArvSlttf'if ! ij~can1 t say truthfully that I have any system for reading them because 
B. I don t take that much time at one time and I really question whether it 1 s 
necessary for me to read them - whether its going to be presented to us anyway 
so I haven 1 t tried to be too well or anized about it. A date will be mentioned 
in a news article or somethin and I 1 ll a or 
_____ n Ive read the same conversatio every n ecause it isn't 
very well organized. But r kinda scannin it to try and get a feel for 
it cause there 1 s so much of it you just can 1 t fol ow ithout having a lot 
of collateral information which I don 1 t have at my fingertips about what 
the president was saying on any stat ement and so forth. But I anticipate 
ample opportunity. 
W Now you 1 ve listened to some of the tapes or not much -
B We 1 ve only listened to one dictabelt conversation - that was one paragraph. 
W So you realty wouldn 1 t have much impression of them .... 
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B No my only :impression is that the quality was good and that the technicians 
in the Judiciary staff are competent and werre gonna get - if anybody can 
hear it, we can hear it. Mostly I 1 m satisfied as to that . 
W I guess on this resignation business werve pretty well hit your thoughts on 
that, have there been any further meeting among the leadership and the 
republican members of the judiciary committee on - since we last talked .... 
B No, we really havenrt had time - an opportunity - but therers one thing that 
I ought to mention because I thought it was interesting in the exchange yesterQ 
day - the democratic caucus messed us up one day last week because they were 
meeting to discuss the Bowling report and so the democrat caucus adopted a 
rule that you canrt have any committee meetings while the caucus is meeting. 
Well, we scheduled ouf~meeting ..... 
Tape ran out here. --------
• I 
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the morning of 
In reference to Tuesday, bringing us along to/ - and that dates the 
transcript to tell u~ that dates - that we heard tapes dealing with I 
thinm it was March e'th or something like that and after the mornings { rJ .... 7 J 
tapes I didn't feel J.ike we had really done any damage to the PresidentC-=-r-' 
~ 
one way or the other - the impression at this stage of the gameJhaving 
liste:rurnged to the papes and the President's langauge_;is that the 
omission~£ was far more suggestive and therefore damaging than the 
actual language itself. § ome baptist preacher in the White House evidently 
got ho he President ' s ta es and took out all t he references to 
Jesus Cbr is t and is Fat er and tgJlt' s about it. y 
of these ex ressions have become e-s much asp f the American 
ve~nacular that wou av Aguite as offensive 
- nexpletive omitted1r sort of 
wnicn to roe.o corthotates at the very least, four letter words and 
ings of that nature. So I really thinls that's more damaging to the 
President that the language actually leatls - there were one or two 
expressions he used from time to time that I thought maybe might have 
been pretty offensive but here again in context probably the text was 
more offensive than the language so here again in my judgement somebody's ✓/ 
done the President a disservice and it's a coverup of a nature - trying 
, /1:0 sell a man that's trying to create a personality that's different than 
V what it was in fact and I think that hurt him. 
"'-. 20 / 
We listened to tapes all day really and I • an hour and ~ minutes in the 
morning and an hour and 40 min. in the afternoon. The one in the afternoon 
was the March'Zl.st tape and that was the critical one but during the course 
of listening to the two tapes, I was impressed with the fact that-not 
necessarily the inflection of the voice but you just don't get the full 
flavor of a conversation *MN.XX and the participation in it that you get 
actually hearing it - you just don't get that reading it. It's the 
difference between reading a book and listening to a radio or television 
s~- you e the feelin of bein a partici ant in the conversation 
and observ jng i t so much more rom l istening. For this rea on e in ection 
./ in the voice didn't become as significant to me as I thought it would but 
V V the impression you get of people - during this lffistening process - is pretty 
significant. 
And I came through deciding that J.ohn Dean was a s cophant if 
there ever was one. He never had - it struck me - the knowledge o 
background to give the advice that he was giving. He kinda listened to 
the President 1wa n1:9d t o bear in terms of a'iim ce and then very 
ge ntl su ested som t w entirel consistant 
with the President's thinking and this-~ m ~is not a lawyer's responsi ility. 
I mean it is a lawyers responsibility to be a little more candid and objective 
and le think he was far more interested in ingratiating himself with the 
President than he was in guiding him along the right path and giving him 
sound advice. And that's the impression I had of him from listening to him 
in the morning and in the afternoon. The afternoon tape was, of course, 
March 21st. 
There are several impressions I got out of that, ~kes t~he~ wanted to 
write down - first - the early parts of the conversation xx the President 
~
was - when Dean was really briefing him and filling him in on the background 
r, and it was cle the President was learning a lot th the did 
no · rea ac or an w y s ould he undertake 
to deceive John Dean? So, I'm pretty well satis ie a 
inS"'tance of a first impression~ in a great deal of the information he got. 
I had the impression, indeed, that there were pa11ses in there that were no:b 
deletions but when the Preside was takin notes on what was oin o - that 
was my conclusion from istening to it - that the President was jattin~ down / 
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B what he heard. Now I donrt know whether those notes are available to us 
or not - I donrt know whether they have been subpenaad or not but I donrt 
think it would be very revealing. Because I think the President was simply 
trying to put the chronology together in his own mind. 
Therers a lot we learned about the Presideutrs method of operation. There 
isnrt any doubt about it in my mind th~ the President is a very - from 
✓,this conversation and other things - .. pretty tough minded thinker. He 
listens to the options, explores them carefully and makes a decision. The 
unfortunate thing about this is that - in this particular interview - I 
had the impression up to now that he left the interview "~rt:¼, ~~ -
indecisive - with the suggestion that they have a meeting with Mitchell, 
~ - Dean and Haldeman and Erlichman possiblY,u-fflresolve the procedure. Where 
<J.~ are we going there - and that was the way~left the conversatiIDn. 
> But the one option thatrs damaging to the President ,as4D whether to 
blackmail to~Howard Hunt Tt's clearly the impression from this that 
opr1.on was - that decision was carefull considered a~affirmativel decid 
Vr. it. Thatrs the amaging cone usion I've come to so ar. As I listened to (j b the President to go out an get him e - however the had to d-v~ttf.Y it', I thought I had read it, much of the tape, but I think its perfectly 
/ apparent that the tape that the White House gave ms is a good deal more 
full ±NR - excuse me - the transcript the White House gave us is a good 
<l_eal less mmplete than the tape that s avail ab] e to ns Now the tape 
that we had came to us by the route of the Grand Jury. I dirlnrt - I 
had in front of me the transcript the White House gave me and I endeavored 
to follow - indeed in all the conversations werve had - I've endeavored to 
follow that as against the tapes. But y_ou get so wrapped up in listening to 
~ he t~ that you donrt - you canrt do that very successfully. That was 
myreeling. So I gave up about half-way through it. But my feeling is that 
a lot of the conversation was simply omitted by the White House. 
~ 
~✓ 
Itrs a very absorbing conversation. Yeah, itrs quite absorbing to listen to 
it and there wasnrt anybody - I mean we listened for an hour and 4-0 minutes 
and nobody got up to leave the room that I know - we stopped for 5 minutes 
for a break but nobody got up as I noticed to leave the room. I didnrt 
notice them if they did. It was total abso:rption in what was being said. 
Every now and then there would be a comic - an amusing expression by the 
Pr~jfdent and you could see smiles around the room. I guess I amused myself 
~~ some pretty strong language he u~~n one or two occasions, observing 
the reaction of the women. ,illlt"fhere""f"'"LWO ladies and one court reporter 
that were there listening to it but none of them blushed that I know of. 
Course - Liz - course, Barbara Jordan can 1 t blush too well and the court 
reporters heard everything. And I told Elizabeth Holzman, early in the 
game that I wasnrt going to feel like I got my moneyrs worth until I saw 
her blush. And she reminded me she had gone to the public shhools and 
had been baised in Brooklyn and she didnrt think there would be very much 
that was very shocking that would take place here. And shers been true to 
that. 
But as I listened to the thing and really got wrapped up in it - the 
President kept going back and exploring these E~~XER± options. I felt 
/ 
almost like I was watching a - I guess a Greek (e! ~!eat) tragedy where 
you know that the aero is going to be denied the - deny himself the 
ultimate dignity of - you know - even dying with a whole lot of dignity. 
You know probably going to be murdered or something of that nature rather 
than - hers just completely disarming himself as het1\--goes down and hhatrs 
the way I felt about the President. Here hers considering the right option 
hers looking - hers seeing what he wants to do and we know how this thing 
will come out - and yet werre cheering almost - ~:irngx.Nim urging him to 




do the right thing and hoping itts going to come out that way. It really 
was absorbing in my pm:mnt of view although I had already read - thought s d 
read the tapes .. Hearing theAwas an entirely different situation and that 
was all the way through it. I just kept hoping that he would see that this 
was the thing that had to be done an£...,_yet he missed the boat. Quite obviqusly 
he missed the boat and here · don' know wh - looking back on it and 
lis is personal involvement in it I th· s zero_ t.o~ that 
~ 
pa e imself and made the and 
everybody else look better an something was lacking. 
s It just doesntt look to me like7fr-was a seriously considered option of 
/ just undressing i n puhJj c - was wnat i t amounted to. I think John Dean 
✓ as a l ~ er - failed his~ liaat completely in just not insisting that he 
do that and not telling him that that was what he should do. And I really 
dontt think that John Dean was saving his own hide. He was down the river 
now. I just dontt think hets got enough moral fiber to understand - ugh -
to be in a position to advise himself that way. 
I guess thatts - you know this morning - this is the morning of the lXIN 22nd, 
the morning following the tapes that wetre dictating this and we read that 
J~er has been sentenced to 10 months to I..J. years in jail and _!_have:! 
no sympathy with that guy. I think that looki~back on it that hets probably 
-he and Colson -::- are prtfflably the two guys involved in the whole thing that 
were on th~ policy le~I that could have done something about it and topk 
exactly the wrong turn for no good reason. And to say that he was consumed 
Ey ambition - it doesn't excuse it a bit fumy mind - I think he wasntt 
consumed by ambition, he was just - did not have the moral fiber to make 
a sound judgement in this situationand the President surrounded- himself 
wjj;h people like tbat That:_§ what happened. You have to be careful. I 
think the lesson in this is you better get more than one point of view 
among your staff or youtll find yourself - that really they dontt serve 
their function. And that 1 s what happened to Ma1gruder, he just - I have no 
use for him. 
I don 1 t think there was anybody in the White House that was close to the 
~President that was - that had - I keep saying moral fiber - had the 
sensitivity to right and wrong that I think is pretty ingrained in the 
American people and that 1 s what failed him. 
,Kf,0 0N : ~ ~ M67V ,1' 
Two things I think about - when they went to Key Biscayne and they were 
going to talk about this Watergate thing , the President wasntt there. 
Mitchell, Macgruder and several others had a conversatmnn in Key Biscayne 
and they put this particular item on the bottom of the agenda so that 
Harry Fleming would not be in the room when they discussed it. They specifically 
said that. So that 1 s some compliment to Harrt Fleming ... which indicates that 
he may have ""Eeen that way but he really wasn t really ~n the policy level ... 
but he could have - he wasntt that high on the p~l~Yt~~¥eth· The other guy 
that he seems to me was systematically excluded/from convers~¥~ons but 
probably had some inqrj:'in of it was Dick Moore and therets some comme ton 
that yesterday int eta es about excludin eep Moore ou it 
as ong as you can and e may very well have een of that point of view 
but those are the only two people that it seems to me there is any glimmer 
of hope for - based on what Itve heard today. 
Herets a little anecdote - on last Thursday we got real security conscious 
on Friday of last week I guess it was - no on Thursday of last week, following 
ll~/Somebody 1 s leaking of a total transcript of the Sept. 17 hearing to the ti/ W shington Post - and we got real security conscious and everybody we 
c&ie in and finally after discussion it was decided that the - we 1 d simply 
take them up when w~ ~ot through. And that~~; a ~retty sad cpmmentary 
in my~ment oub Committee tbat 3S pea -nd tbeytre l~wyers -
and lawyers la ve a higher obligation - they may not always respect it -
but it seemed to me that their word - the only way lawyers transact business 





is being able to trust one another - and herers 38 lawyers who presumably 
are of reasonably high calibre or they wouldnrt rare been elected, and yet 
we couldnrt depend on them and we had to take them up like school kids and 
thatrs wk~ one of the most disappointing things to me. I have felt all 
along that if we set the rules that the Committee would follow them and 
so that upset me but when we came back from lunch, everybody was real 
security conscious and we talked about it and som}:bady j nml).s!d up and 
wanted to know who this stranger was in t h,? back ofthe room. Well, it 
turns out that he was ~ Ben Marshcµ_l who had been one or the security 
men - our security officer - and hers the man werve directed all of our 
subpenoas to - the man who serves our subpenoas - as you know. Ana so 
everybody said well h Mr. Marshall, and then a cheer et u in the 
r@ m. And everybody cheered an c app e and applauded but Hen Marshall. 
So, that was a light moment wh ich I thought was right f unny. ..... 
rrve been at this thing long enough now to form some impressions of John 
Dore. I think basically hers a puritan and ber~ ~~ta consciounce 
puritan consciounse a~2 ~¥£r~ ~eshB~¥ 6Pfrtll+lb..0 · fJexjhility wh~ 
hi~A lie s Fiaa.-ii pretty !:united experience as a awyer 
in the drafting end of it and itrs apparent to me throughout every now and 
then he - ugh - we get involved in - I get involved in these things because 
Pm a fly specking sort qf J awyer and rrm not the only one. Many people on 
theCommittee call his attention to things - shortcomings in his pleadings 
and draftings of the subpenoas and he invariably he - ugh - he takes the 
pos i tion that werve thought about that and what werve done is exactly right. 
That inflexibility slopped over into a - I mean thatrs an index to his 
personality and its apparent to me that thatrs something werve got to 
watch out for. Gena - onR the mxe other hand is a totally pragmati c 
A".,~ person who is completely able to subordinate his ow'ilfeelings to the 
-~, larger res onsibili of getting the job done and you insult him and 
any ing else if he - i t ere s any possi le way he can roll with the 
punch and still accanplish what he wants to, why he can - he will. And 
so hers the sort of total flexibility and this is not a reflection on 
his lack of character - that doesnrt indicate lask of character but I 
think tbat behzeen the two they really compliment each other and so 
I think the work product refle . 1 e t o 
w 
ge ong i s a ere it to both of them becmrne tbeyr:t?Q a. J it.t.le bit 
different in this regard bnt so far theyrve resolved their differences 
and nr ougli.t if to us in that fashion. I feel pretty goo~ about the way 
theyrre ~.....:t~--
Inflexibility might be a problem what do you mean by that? 
B ~ ell I think that he finds it hard to admit error, when hers worked so V ~~rd on the thing and he knows we havenrt because we havenrt got the 
background and so 
w 
d~ 
You think at Eome point if he did committ a serious error he might be 
prone to stick with it 
Yes I don<t think - thatrs right I think itrs going to hard for him 
but I think that - in total fairness t him · reco s the 
be the first ·ust had this 
- raised two questions on the subpenoa - I didnrt raise one 
guess you saw the one question was Ms. Holzman raised a question 
about the way the subpenoa was drafted. It was - we were subpenoang - this 
was the one that we issued on Wednesday of last week the subpenoa was drafted 
in a form that they definitely dir~ected toward a conversation occurring 
within specific minutes and shets says well, thatrs - maybe they didnrt 
actually take place at that moment, wouldnrt that be an out for the White 
House. And the response to that from John Dore - oh, no, he didnrt think 
so. She su~~ested would the words more or less - on or about - would not 
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B that change it and improve it and Dore was very reluctant to say so and Mr. 
Gena said yeah, he thought that would improve it and that really was the 
end of it. Later on I offered an amendment myself to - much along the same 
line - and it didn 1 t work out too well. It became apparent that my 
draftsmanship was not too good and I wasn 1 t getting too much help from the 
counsel so I withdrew it. In the course of that though, OLSfoOO? friend 
from Missouri told that story - were you there -~ Jl1ll,W'gate. That 1 s 
the way he deals in these kinda parables - from Missouri. :r..._think he 1 s reall~ 
got a ux~i disabling Mark Twains dr me but he told thisstory about the 
man w o c e up or a marriage license. It 1 s just about as old as he is 
, / probably a good deal older. And the clerk sent him back to fill in the V form because he had the date on the wrong line. During the course of the 
,i~~2nd interview, the clerk discovered that he had a little child with him 
ITr/ ~also when he was getting this marriage license and he said well do you 
~now that child is a technical bastard and kRXOOB.N the man said well that 1 s 
j 
what somebody just told me about you. That didn 1 t set too well with me but 
that was when I withdrew the amendment. 
I offered another amendment also dealing with tighting up the subpenoa and 
this is another examples of what kinda shakes me about Dore - during tJ-e 
course of the first SR~ subpenoa which was presented to us and we argued 
about this so-called letter of non-compliance, somebody pointed out that 
maybe the White House had an out, that they might have been in compliance 
because they were - if they used tapes or transcripts - axID<.fxtk0Mgk±xtka± 
instead of tapes and transcripts and I felt like that that 1 s the sort of 
thing that might have tried to improve - but when they brought the thing 
back but they stack with exactly the same form they used before. Well, 
I offered an amendment and changed it a little bit. And it got quite wide 
publicity back home - front page story I think and a picture. nButler 
tightens up subpenoa.n 
Now the reason I 1 m telling you this i.s.s, the mail I have received in 
response to that has been very small ... maybe four or five letters ... 
~
critical of deserting the president and about an equal number or maybe 
a few telephone conversations in support. Nothing like the volume of 
mail we 1 ve gotten before. The whole thing is shaping up to the point 
that people as I mentioned before - lr3s and less feel inclmrled to 
-~ discuss it with me and I reckon t~sort:stric]Jly on my own in that sense 
rrt· and I 1 ve just been impressed with the - maybe o:~trr be a lack of 
interest - Pm not sure that it 1 s not also a (ll'aJ'!1 realization)~ 
a feeling that this is a serious proposition and that we 1 re not going 
to handle it too lightly. I 1 ve also - m mother is a primitive re ublican 
/ een la al to the ar for years and has lo all 
~ this rhing and I was so surprise uring the course of 
weeken at home when she began - for the firsttime - to suggests 
maybe there were some shortcanings - im erfections in the resid 
and that - I think t that. 
I 1 m rambling a little bit. There 1 s one other thing I should mention 
a little bit. This is the evening following the tapes of May 21st which 
I guess is the biggest day involved in this as far as we were concerned and at 
lunch time I ran into Ed hlltt Hutchinson and that was before we had heard 
the tapes of March 21st and I told him that I felt like what we had listened 
~ 
to in the morni~ - that would be March the 7th - was more ex~atory than 
/vf' ff anything else that if that 1 s_,!he best they 1 ve got against the Pre~dent 
 then · 1 i oblem and he said well he fe of co~e 
~ 
t t way too but and he said if ou have t e s · · · · 
to this a ternoon why he said, the game is over. All I can say is I had 
a '1>er·y depr·essiilg feeling by the end of the afternoon 1 s tape and I was 
- I dian 1 t have a chance to talk to him - I ~lda couldn 1 t help noticing 
that - afterwards Q that looking around immediately following listening 
!O the tapes that RN there was not that same feelin£ of uohoria on the 
~age ~ ~/~~//4 A, ~J 
. V £ ck · I.-=-~ ---~~ 
B felt of the President other times. I walked out with Carlos MOrehead and 
we spoke to St. Clair as we went by and I couldnrt ... he said something 
/ 
about he thought St. Clair was a good lawyer sr something and I said yeah 
but my advice to him would be to get his fee up front. And Morehead kinda 





. e bi d b :the1.t daY,.. I had 
fat feeling - and the end of the day - that I 
at any other 
rrve been glad that we are moving and all of this sort of thing into this 
place out into McC~an and my wifers been up - she drove up with me on Monday 
and werve here working,._-J 1 1J11@ l,ccn g,lael-, on the housE:_,- when werve had a 
few minutes. I 1 ve been glad that she 1 s been along because she 1 s got a 
pretty good view of things and I guess itrs breach of security but I 
have chatted with her at the end of the days whenever shers been around 
... I sure lad she was here to talk about tapes on the 21st because he 
view - she raise in a c urc sc oo an s e got a pretty g sensitive 
c~ous but the whole thing was I was glad she was there to talk to 
me about it. I didn 1 t feel I could chat with the members of the committee 
or I didnrt have time really afterwards but while it was still fresh in 
my mind, why it was interesting to get her view of it. 
I was also interested - from t~ne to time werve been reading this book 
about .NQ,_odro~ Wilson. _ Sherd been reading it that day - itrs a novel 
about his illness and you can really draw a parrallel between what happened 
to the country while Woodrow Wilson was ua~lRa disabled and whatrs going 
on during an impeachment. Course Mrs. Wilson just i gnored the country and 
didnrt even open his mail and yet we survived. And tJ::at sudden realization 
has suddenly come to me - you know I ruora commented the other day I thought 
the staff work was kind of deterioting :iR over there in the White House but 
it suddenly occur s to me that the policy decisions althoughtx they are certainly 
being deferred and the Presidentrs rmder a lot of pressure. In fact I was 
shocked to hear that he had all this time to sit down and chat with John 
Dean in the middle of the things last March but be that as it may the things 
that are going on ±kin the White House now on the policy level are probably 
pretty tliin. ri htening thing about it now as I look back on it i 
,.._.,~not that the countr isn runnin u t e c a Al of a 
sud en werve create such a monster ere that nobody can sto and the 
bureaucra is going on and HUD is going on and you donrt have the yagY;~t 
idea whOilarnaking the policy decisions but there are el cted 
p ic ici t a the 
moment and its the White 
House wi 
occurred to me 
frightening in 
The country can1' operate without a president! Itrs bad. 
/;
ad but it makes you wonder - you know you read all these 
nd so forth about where the resident - somebody hid y 
n his pace and hides hJJTI or somethin - i you could get away with 
i a ou e years nowin a out it. I wonder what - I donrt know what 
t e solution is u use to worry about whether the country could stand 
an impeachment - rrm quite sure we could stand an impeachment and I didnrt 
A ) _ feel that way before but the implications of it are less reassuring in the 
~
~ ' long haul than they were before. I have a view of tbe closed hearings 
problem that - of course you know when I was in the Va. legisla~I waBnrt 
- I was there 6 years before I was ever even on a committee, and they had 
closed hearings uniformly - they didnrt open up a committee hearing rmtil 
'~~ a - except in the rarest situations - hearings and deliberations - and as 
/ a freshman and for the 3 of the terms I was in the general assembly I was 
never in really admitted into critical committee sessions. I have always 
been a great believer in the importance of public beariogs and admitting the 
public. rrve also_.found that you donrt miss a »ilioJg Jot - - therers usually_../ 
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B closed he n s are desi ned to mask the i orance of bers. 
~ A at takes place is pretty b~ and once yon open them u,p, ever~ , 
re leaves except one 01 two t·e rters who are paid to stay there. -11 aangers in open hearings have never been a real concern ofmine except in ~ critical security situations but the value of them - the value of the p e inciple has been clear and I 1 ve been very insistant on it so I 1 ve always 
~ .J# been a champion of that and when I got down h~e my first impression RX was 
~
'fw re rr ., to - with reference to these impeachment hearings - was to insist that They 
1',,I b[ open. But we've got so many fanc rim s on our committee tlili.'1-
r~. 'r,/ dontt oelieve accomp ish very much if we didn 1 keep our 
. ·~~~ s ssion . e ve movi a eat pace._ /. / 
~ ~-j The resentation is very professiona . I m reso] ved to back the c ai vV 
~~r- as long ashes go e coura o c osethese hearings because I tnii'Ik 
~~ 
it 1 s in the public interest in the long run to get it donw and I think 
it 1 s going to delay it intermitably. The open hearings are going to be 
a delay. I think the public interest isbest served by expeditious fi'andling 
of the investigation as opposed to the public handling of it. The 
important thing right now is to get an orderly and a fair presentation 
of the presentation of the situation by the staff._That 1 s far more 
important than exposing it to the news media . 
In another situatiqn~for example now we started yesterday Tuesday and 
that 1 s May the (blanl'(_} we ~r~tinvited to be there at 9:30. We started 
at 2x~i 9:42 and we kicked/around. Dore gave us a presentation about 
what schedule was going to be for the next two weeks and so forth and 
we didn 1 t get started until 10:18 because everybody had so much to say 
about whether they were going to open or close the hearings. That 1 s 35 
minutes just wasted. 
And so that convinced me that we just can 1 t get get anything done with 
38 people on a committee - we 1 re not gE:Ng going to get this presentation 
behind us if we are going to do it in public. One otherthing - I never 
~ / 
had - I 1 ve tried - I 1 m not a trial lqwyer in the sensesN that when I 
~~aR±xe:ile practiced law fdlzxioo that that was my full time but I would 
appear before juries from time to time and its the really first time that 
I 1~!!--l~er gotten an insi ht into the · ver felt like a ·uror before. 
I gµess its my weakness I enJoy catting to the people next to me and making 
sub~oso..comments about things as they are progressing - I 1 ve iV noticed 
ju:dors doing that and I notice every now and them that St. Clair.., who~ i's 
s·tting in fro ill smile at m observations tom f~iends along 
the ro there and tha t 1 ts a ve - but it ma e it 
rea ize that may e Juries are - Jn~oy!ta.kH8~hqR~ a juror functions u I 1 ve 
/~~ hey sat fherel(ana as.I<ed a rew questions and never commented 
back and forth and were very careful not to. So I 1ve had this feeling that 
must be an awf · on them not to be able ou ong. Wet re 
no Jurors in that sense but it does give me insight into what 
how a juror must feel that I dmdn 1 t have befnne. 
/.1,5 fvifJl(J,11"4• "1t"H/f'l;,IW,H{ "'1\10 y.:,r(; l)V "'°"'• C1>4t>Ulf"WCecJ : 
I touched on that briefly - but basically my feeling on it was this that 
this letter of non-compliance that we wrote was roughly the equilivant of 
a citation for contempt - without - it 1 s ~arrellelled that in a court 
proceeding and when you do that you get - you usually have a show cause order 
to come forward and show cause why you shouldn 1 t be punished for comtempt 
and then - at that time = ~~N.Xg.ixe you are given an opportunity to purge 
yourself or explain why you tlimnk you have been in full complaance. Well, 
we never gave the President that coureesy - we just wrote him a letter of 
non-compliance. But during/the course of the discussion on non-compliance 
✓ t~ey pointed out that we weren 1 t allowing the rss· to ass t h·s 
d fenses and one, f fuhe defens cer ainl be the RN inade acies ·,; 
/
:a&~ e a. gA e su penoa: I felt like that was something t at - we ought 
to tight~n it up_because I think the day of reckoning is gonna come when 
we are either going to have to stand up in court or before the Hnm:;p n-f 
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B / Representatives or maybe just befoEe the Senate or something of trat nature 
and just have to tell them that - ugh - to defend it - and thatrs the reason 
I think we ought to tighten it up evervliay possible and that was my reason 
in doing this. It did reflect my feel1~g that the President - that the 
White House was not going to produce - that the White House was relying 
cw, that technicality and they donrt need to say so at this stage of the 
✓ game'cause they haven 1 t been called upon to but I would think that that 
would surely be asserted as a defensea. Having listened to the tapes 
' / now and Irm more convinced than ever that its import n an ere are 
V s cant omissions - I don 1 t know ow many o t em are deliberate 
ana l'iow maliy of them are sloppy work because of that - but there are 
significant omissions on the tapes that have come to us. 
In the tape that we listened to 1Bst Thursday - ~here 1 s a reference to 
a conversation - a telephone conversation with J
0
hn Mitchell - well, our 
listening to it and I pointed this out ~xiffeieaE~l'ixEkax~x-eEn?1.Xeksxti0n 
wasxwitkz£laEk to the counsel and they checked this out - our listening 
to it indicates that conversation was with Clark McGregor and not with 
John Mitchell - which I thought was a right serious error on the White 
House. I don 1 t think it was deliberate. I think it 1 s sloppy. But I think 
the whole transcript is put together that way. 
Another thing thal~isturbing me - I just - I don 1 t want to get the 
Republican nomination and then have some people come back to me and -
h e ublican nomination and uxe vote for impeachment and have 
p(#)ple come ac o me and say you didn t te 1 us .. ow haven t made 
~ up my mind to vote for an impeachment - you know either way - but 
~how I can advise my friends in the Republican party of ±ke my changes in 
II\~~ view from day to day and still be true to the principle that I will reserve 
, ,t 1J:..t-. f judgement until the final - until all the facts are in - is giving me some 
~ ·o..,~v1rouble. Irm afriad Irm just going to resolve it by chancing1J~dl3-fl~ I donrt  think I can do anything else. I f_gp ] 1~ taking some of the ~R~~fi aside 
~ ' and telling them tha there is a possibili ty """"'that I might: vote for aJJ 
q impeachment an ig as we now t a now. t that 
h trt I just don ' t see ho I can very graciously do it without 
ssion hat I've ma e u m mind whic So, I'm 
stuck with that. I do think the polJti~al ~equences - in my district -
/ based on my present situation is the,"~r~t .. sic~ and tired of hearing about 
v Watergate and as long as they see that Irm consciously attending to what 
I 1 m supposed to do I don 1 t think Irm going to get a whole lot of criticism 







¥.~h-ti reaction has always been to the tapes that - and she read the 
transcripts - or portions of them - they sound like a couple of baar]s 
t~ing to figure out h~W-={;;;cov;r.4.-t up - that was her immediate reaction 
to it all::". Tlraf""" was t e rvi w and yet the immediate conversation -
it sounds so unnatural - to leave out the strong language and inflections 
and - it's been doctored so that it does sound - it 1 s Bobbsie Twins - thatrs 
it - she ~id Tom Sawyer and Betsy Thatcher~w.ere plotting something,which 
I think is true. !J's a unnatural dia~ogue and I think you can - the editing 
has done just that - tfiat doesn't change the substance o± it inmany instances 
s that lo-.se the full f · ·t and she picked that 
up right away and now I 1 ve it, it 1 s more - far more apparant to 
me than it was before. arent e editing of it has 
d stro ed the full Ilav Probably the impor f 
what was said has not changed nearly as muc as - but the transcripts do not 
read like the - what was actually said - its not the inflection its - the 
unctuation cannot re auses, cannot re£eal - ou know - slitting 
in initives and things like that. s een doctored up and edited in that 
✓~regard so that it just sounds unnatural. And she picked N!Q that up right 
away and its just been made quite apparant to me by listening to it. 




• -,,L __ ~ n, H~ ?"116-.s/6 "l'71-/'t!1'.S ? 
W t..1/U.. '1~ ftA. c., C. ., .,o.n 
B I think within a matter of months these tapes will be a regular radio 
program 
~ . 'I' t 
..-
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B YouTve got the Rodino 
W I don't have all of them, do you hhose at the (B-I'm going to get them all) 
t. B Now with reference to the 28th, we drove up on a Thursday - drove up to 
~"f'J1 Roanoke - Friday afternoon we had a quorum call but I ran into David Dennis 
~~, on the floor and you&now the question was really what's before us kim~ now 
t,;c~~ is how are we going t o Rill~ enforce the supena when the President of the 
-~'- _., UID,ted States says he's not gENg going to deliver. And we've been kicking 
t · 
/V 
. ,l,>6.t':. that thing around off and on everytime about two people get together. David 
~~~Dennis is of the ____ he wants to go to court and the courts would determine 
V-~~it and that's the Railsback theory also and Railsback wants some legislation 
r~ o riRt:eEmiNexi:t back it up before they go to court - to back it up - much 
r ike they did for the Sena e - ultimately it would go to court. My view 
of it is that - well, Dav· a roached T to 
r~~have a united republican pos i tion - the wi sdom of which doesn't anpeaL to 
~~ di.e_and J_.t begin t ~ look like what's happening is that the - _those people 
wh are either •f he s ectrum t dis ro orti sent tion in this 
party system we are developing s that the craz ies in the democratic caucus 
are forcing Rodino to do things tat are unieasonable and that adamant people 
in our group are looking at him on the same position on the other extrmm.e 
s c.., thi ngs are beginning to polarize unfortunately . , 
Now what the simple propo1:1al is, we met at 3 o'clock - the republican members 
~
the congress - of axk:e the committee - met in Bob McClory's office ...(Ed 
~Hutchinson is in the hospital with a hemoroidectom and heTll roba'Iu'y"be 
~ a uni e ein e onl m m er committee who can ive 
~us.._ a rough idea of what impeachment feels like) but at any event he wasnTt 
4 there so we met in McClory 1s office. It wasnTt 1:oo well attended and all members 
, were drifting in and out - Jenner was there. An\ l ~ t@h~h1e: us with a 
draft of a letter to be written to the President a§Hg etribution 
in the event that he didnTt comply. And I say and he presented us with 
a draft of a letter :tk~iea:tiemf.10.g to the president from the !&!Em! committee 
and thatTs obviously whatTs going to be what's going to come up Thursday 
morning when we have our business session. 
~~ Now this is still Tuesday, weTre talking about. The view of the republicans 
~ 
though is ineeresting to observe without mentioning any names, the possibilitl_ 
~Jf"'!tof im eachme · omethin we n recognize and I can still o back to the 
1/ time when · · son's of ice severa mont sago and I sai 
1 ;,,/ at the time that we've got t o recognize ta i may arise a we a 
~ 
go3og to have vote for an impeachment, That poss i b il ity is sactiwauian~ly 
~ receiving bro blican a~:t caucus than it has 
1/ i e past. I think maybe we've hit on something that could be hep l 
~ _ _;,, i n that a su ggestion by David Dennis, during the course of as~ discussion, 
II""',__ that the thing to do was to intervene in the president's - in the litigation 
~ to - the repeal of which has just been announced - that Jaworski' s exchange 
with the White House over the availability of t~-~ijRR~~on_the requirement 
that he produce the tcp:?s in the prosecution of/ - I forget which suit it is 
W on which itTs appealed to the Supreme Court 
B they had asked for an expedited opinion - indidentally, I talked to -
youTll have to give me time cause I want to get this in there - we talked 
to thi~ boy that works with St C]ai,r with the president that the - in the 
ant(:- room t here, in the coffee room the other morning ~ I heard somebody 
ask him in my presence . what h e thought tbPhdds were on the a;gueal ..., 
:c • :s · cut optj_mj s ti c that the Wb_ite' House would win tha · 
out whether - why then that St. Clair was opposing the expea ited 
opinion - this was the request to have it go straight to the Supreme Court. 
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B And _ , ____ .. . .. ______ i:: realize that the 
to the theory that 
~ he 
~~~Ill:"'rpretj.,.,H- +h ~+ l-rn ~.;.,~~ 
r: wi that 
~ 
t 'Fie J =--- ___ _ _____ _ 
·.me latest t h ing is the voti 
his best chance. I donrt share that but bherers no point 
~f/ come in - why else would he oppose an expedited appeal if 
7 in ~ ly del ay ing i t but of cours~ he ma· ,_ - • __ .L - -~ .:, 
! riends Er l ichman and Halueman , I rfany event I spent some t ime this weekend 
t r yi ng to gu figure out what the presidentrs strategy was and it still 
doesnrt concern me. I gi,J.ess werve got to recognize that the hidden bayonet (""-. 
i he right end in ho es that s»:emx something will turn u.p mor e favorable ~ 
1!: and thatr s t e i igants - defendants classi vote to litigation and thi t ,{-..)-
seems to be what is goi ng on here. .._ 
r-- -----.. 
W You donrt believe that had anything to do with a lame duck Serni:e ... 
B No, No I donrt think that they thins. toot far along. But from my own point 
of view, its still indoubt as to what I want to do. I had planned on when 
I got back here coming on out here and cutting the grass and cleaning up 
~
~ the floors and everyt.hing but Bill Whitehurst got rue on the floor and asked 
me - this was back on Tuesday - t_Q. meet with the Virginia delegation .to 
d'iscuss tlie impeacl'iffienf which I was happy to do at 4:30 following our 
>;)),.I' meeting with the republican causus - committee - we met in the White House 
~-..J, office. Itlei~k0NsezNaszkbe~e and entirely off the record - just had pEetty 
~
r.J '.. much or a frank exchange of it - the change in view here from what I rve 
heard - was also appar ent _ estinn was asked me - well w wo d u vote -
~~ as of now on impeachment tol ones co d not saY,' that you 
.., VS,-r.J cou JUS i ya vote either way at this moment and ar e it eit er wa. So 
~j.,,,.. tnis is e in o si ua ion a ician can ind himself in wen the big 
~
,,I_ _issues break - the little ones are tougher than the big ones and trs 
_.. - therers not going to be the black an w i e o is ting and ever bod rs 






Were all of the members thEre .. 
About 7. But there was certain an erosion of any hard line. That was the 
end of that. 
Who wasnrt there - do you remember? ~ 
/J!tMiS, 
yeah - Broyhill wasnrt there, Satterfield, ~ But we kicked it around 
Was there some indication that they are going to be iooking to you for facts ... 
L-,L_B yeah, course that I did assure them that I would keep them posted and that I 
~~~ would like to work with them and here again - werve got a pretty compatable 
.J:O~)A delegation with Whitehurst and others The general f eeling was that we ought 
to try to hash it wut and come to a general view together on this thing. tr-~ Thatrs going to be hard to do but I certainly want to work with them. Here 
v again it looked to me like werre goin to wind up with a heavier loacfto" 
1'11'1'7 an I ad anticipated Mu r,i,c l ;++l C un C ,...,, C r,nmm, en AT-
swing four or five Virginians) 
_ and I suspect t hat_. an 
then I 1 m going to have this thing in 
all that happened on Tuesday. 
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B Now during the weekend, Memora!l Day eekend I - time is kicking my facts 
around but trying to c ome to s ome con~lusion on how ta lliaudJe tbis supena 
pretty much a _______ on how to do anything except get moving and get 
, I. it over witq. ~ J .J... J _ "1--;c.. . 
~j,.~~--(/'IM-fw/1-~ 
.,,;.~ That we're going to rely on the theory that the president is withholding 
aeverse information and use that as a basis for determining whether we -
impeach or not. That's pretty hard to reason with - I think he's put 
himself in that crack. I was talking with my wife again this weekend 
i~ and realizing that Hurricane Aia.g Agnes struck out this way - but that 
1.l,,,,F' struck pretty much at the same time that the Watergate breakin at the 
;
~ democratic national committee. Yea, that was right, during that month. 
VI he rEason was - there had come into my hands a book written by a man 
in Wilkesbarre, Pa. who was compla:mm.ing about the lack of presidential 
involvement in the E~l~axe relief of the area and it just another - turned 
,. into another illustration of how paralyzed the White House was when this 
~ thing suddenly broke. Course our tapes and all the conversations we had µ on it on that subject are illustrating that ,pretty clearly too. 
~· .r/ And then of course the other weekend that we keep coming back to is when 
f1" we had the conference in March with the republican candidates and that 
was the same time t£fl£tJohn Mitchell resigned - during the course of that 
period - everybody/ was supposed to come over and speak to us was washed 
out and nobody showed up. 
W That was a little after the breakin itself ... 
was after the breakin itself but it was - the events - another thin~ 
was when the president s e word ... (W-when the"' president 
stare ge ing the word on what) .. on the involvement - on the White House 
involvement. (W-That early - you ' re suggesting t hat t he tapes seem "Fo show 
that) 
I wish I started cancelling out 
W I think that was near the end of June of 1972 ... 
B Oh yeah, ITve got those dates. I 1 ll have to find them. Yeah, they'lli know 
about that. But what it did to us - I should go back and put all of that 
together. If I get a few minutes I'll see if I can do that. 
W That seemed to indicate that the president was told something even at that 
early date about the involvement of Mitchell and some of the White House 
tapes. 
B Yeah. Yeah. 
W Now was there some tape you heard that indicates that - how did that ... 
B\ Well, yes, now see these thingf. inda explaining it. There was a whole 
lot going on that weekend that messed NIQ us up completely as far as our 
meeting was concerned. It would be interesting to go back and compare that 
in the tapes. 
Now what we heard this week on Wednesday took us down through April the 30th 
1973 and thatrs apparently going to be the breakin day - or the breaking point 
for the Watergate investigation now we're back and look at ITT and all those 
things and then put it all together at the end through the following 30th. 
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B And wetll go ITT, Milk, Plwnmers, Ellsberg, personal finances and then wetll 
go back to our chronology. 
W Do you approve of that approach,aniixixzsE I saw in the paper today therets 
some controversy over 
B No, therets no RENXR~ controversy over that. Thatts St. Clair trying to delay n~ it. I had thought at first that it would be more appropriate to clean things 
f / up but here wetve got John Dean for example who ±Rsxi£iRsxinzsexe~aiz~laeRs 
'L//would testify in several phases of this so wetd shouldntt have him back 5 
,Jl(Y ~ times. We ought to just go forward with the presentation by the staff and 
then go back and call the witnesses and clean it up and I dontt want to 
waste any more energy going up blind allies - that doesntt count for much. 
w 
~~ 
The thing that begins to RRE occur to me and to others - its not an my own 
original observation - is we listen to the tapes, is that the 12..resident ..!!!_a~~ 
bg_ building a case on the tapes that only he and Stephen Bull and qi.. QafieL~ 
and Haldeman knew the existence of t he t aping mach inery. ~~( =--
W~ OU atrs a 
good way to do 
Were there any specific tapes in which ... 
Yes, every now and then in one of these tapes, Haldeman has some asides that 
we cantt always pick up. 
Incidentally in listening to our ~NN - on - probably the most interesting tape 
wetve had to date is the one we listened to on Thursday in the mreadle of the 
day - the tape of the John Dean conversation. 
W When there actaally was this theory that Haldeman and tbe president - knowing 
±ke~exwRER~Ri.Ngx±a~Rsxmawezxu they were being taped - may have from timeto 
time trjed to ut o h record some material that would indicat e 
✓ y resi ent s innocence and whether the April 16th tape with Dean may have 
t B Yeah, that was interesting. In the April 16th tape he haa two conversations 
~f!'. with Dean that we listened to. The first conversation - well, both of them, 
~ 
were - involved John Dea11 and that was the situation in which the president 
was asking JOhn for a - his letter of resignation and he was k. da fen cing 
wi e never rea y pro uring the two conversations he 
'J-1/ came back with the letter but he was pretty insistant that both of them -
~IM, that_fu>lichman and Haldeman go along - or Dean wouldn tt go ._ And then that 
~r: was an awili'ul lot of fencing bwtween the presideny'and Dean but they never 
'7 really got it out of Dean. J}ut the interesting tb i og to me is - well the 
·J. re.,ally interest in~ t h i ng is that Stephen Bp] J strick bis bead in h door, ~ L -J-
'V vidently the resident has a bell that rin s - 1 sticks his head  
wrr-; i t e oar and the president well, Stephen, I pressed the wrong -
11-- ¥) button and John Dean lau hed. · dent w s d · 
~~f7,- wanted to make sure that Stephen Bull was recording the conversatio 
would e a reasonab] e su:opos ition and John Dean probably figured tha out ,:,,.,. 
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~ 
The expressions that John Dean kept looking - ugh - playing was - you know 
the president is going to be out in front and the whole impression of this 
conversation with Dean - pean was telling the president that he was still 
out in front and he was still etti · d the resident was s tiil 
claiming credit - trying to make it sound like he was - leaving 
impression that he was the one that had turned up all this stuff that 
was beginning to turn up and quite obviously there isn 1 t - to look at it 
from knowledge of the situation clearly it was not. And John Dean was 
still playing the role of a professioo/sycophant and I don 1 t know why 
in the world - even at this point - the r · nt didn 1 t reco nize :i:tx that 
he had to c ome clean u t ey re still making efforts to clear it ---
s fill making efforts to make i t sound like t h e president in~~8M8i '!! was 
ofilly l·Ulllliifgthe inv:P~ t 1 Q:a tio11 whe,, 11,l"V"knPW h PTTflY' _ ' 
That 1 s about all on that. In the afternoon session the attendance fell 
off pretty much - pretjzy heavily. 







Oh, yeah, _ I think each one of them was fencin~ with th 
I had no doubt in mv mind that Dean~s anglvsis of that is correct 
the as est ions for the record .- T 
knew he was on tape at that point - W - ) That 1 s right - and Jon ean was 
not sure f rom what he said l ater ana apparently now but he was very careful 
not to get himself in a position. 
Do you get the notion that sometimes that some of them forgot they were 
being taped ... even ... 
Yeah, oh yeah, I think so. I do, I really do. There really was still a 
good time - a general unawareness of the recording system. 
There 1 s one other conversation - the conversatmnn with - between John Mitchell 
and the president and that was played back last week but one part of that 
was the part where he and John Mitchell got into sort of a conversation and 
the president mentioned Sherman Adams and mMi several times he said Sherman 
Adams got an awfully bad deal and he felt like there should have been more 
loyalty to him. I 1 ll have to go back and dig that out but that again was 
something that surprised mex us. 
W This was one of the early Nixon - Mitchell 
B No, this was the Nixon-Mitchell conversation about - in the executive office -
on March 22nd 1973 - and that took place in the executive office building 
1/{~' between Mitchell was the:e-1-- it was when they described their condition as 
~~ a modified limited hang (PM, The conversatmnn between MitcbeJJ and t he president 
~ ~_,was most revealin - that 1 s when we really got the sort of the oss language. 
l,J,f"'~ n i e was pretty relaxed in is presence with Mitchell butte 
~_,..r' thing - the references to Sherman Adams and the lt to his eo le that •P_Jk worked · a'teaxirnzme was an indicator to me ... (W-an indicator that 
,I:' what) an indicator that the president 1 s motivation throu hout this thin has 
~ ~been to coveru,p - s ri e out coverup - to protect those people in the thing. 
~~ 
1
Tfiere were other • references where he macle (w- t o pt·otect h is aides) to prot ec t 
his aids - that rs right a:r:id tlter•e 1 s other references abOY"t-aJ J the young men 
whose liveswere being ruined by this thing and so forth. 
:; 
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B But we ran into - when we get into the executive office bul.lding, the reception 
is just not as good. And when the voices get low the machine has a tendency 
to cut off and so all of that sort of stuff in those conversations ami are 
halting and not clear . 
This is also the day when we dictated that dictabelt - on the 21st was when 
he dictated that dictabelt - that this was a very uneventEµl day - thatTs 
the one on which he and John Dean had been - John Dean had given him the 
whole story. (W-March 21st ) / Altight now going back . 
r-itight: 
W On the dictabelt - there is some controversy - some people say it was taken 
out of context - TTexcept for John DeanT s conversation with me, it was a very 
uneventful day. TT How did you hear it. Was that the context of it or ... 
B No. ITll go back and read it. It was coupled with reference to John Dean 
but it followed. 
W He said, nitT s been a very uneventful day ... TT How did that strike you - when 
you heard that? The day when they talked about the blackmail money - I guess 
heTd been tmld there were any number of possible felony indictments facing 
his aids - what kind of feeling did he give you - to hear the president of 
the united states dictating that it had been an uneventful day? 
B Well I thought it was - well, he didnTt go into it but I thought it was pretty 
amusing - was my only reaction to it. Also felt _____ in that we donTt 
know when the tape was made. 
/4i.o On the mN~ing morning of the 22nd of May - what day of the week was that - that 
~r was a Thursd~y morning - Wednesday morning - we really - we had some 
~ _j,.,, conversation on the 22nd - I mean on the 21st about the - that was the tape 
'&"" 1fti;. of the conversation if I remember correctly where they discussed the coverup 
:J..iJ and of course I was interested an as we came in on the 22nd the conversati8n 
• L 3-etween Moorhead and Maraziti about really what were they trying to coverup 
f:Y_'f' M~ aziti seems to think that a conspiracy to coverup a thing which wasn T t 
-,,;r_ p crimi nal would not be impeachable. Why would they pay $75,000 to Hunt. 
taJ1 Well, that seems to be pretty far out area and it was just interesting to 
~ recognize that even these diehards are acknowledging at this moment that 
· the possibility that the president has directed payment of that money 
__. --- ~ Hunt. 
anythin 
-:;:, 1 ~+~~ ~ .. ~ r1 ~~~~ = That Ts - to be pinned down 
W In your mind its still ~ onclusive that it took place on the 21st . . . 
B ItTs not beyond a reasonable doubt, certainly. 
✓ --. , -
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B This is also the same afternoon that we listened to the tapes of John 
Mitchell _______ I felt was very unnecessary. It got into a discussion 
of potential presidential candidates and when they got into an exte~~ed thing 
between - that 1 s when he referred to the ____ not being an accura'f(l- analogy 
l w between the dove and the unattractive portions of the hwnan anatomy ... ~xii between what? 
~ B They c al ]4them ass-holes. 
~ Some of the dove candidates . 
. ~~ RRfRE~eRzx0x±kem Oh, yeah, i1,itchell referred to tham as doves - those ayxlaEllRex 
.,,,_ttfC' ass holes - and then we got into - then r.ignt into conversation with Mitchell 
~ he got into an exchange of possible ~~s potential of republ~~TTJEresidential 
. ~ candidates and this was, that was absoJ u teJ y unrelated and ~Mi:7'1ltve been cut 
ft.r;~ Ol!t by Rodino and Hutchinson so we got into an exchange with Hutchinson the re ~ d we found out · r thnic slurs and that rs about it - and 
U national security matters. So we felt like e oug o ma e some e 1 erations ~~.J; as to the irrelevancy of the unsuspected. Before that transcript is ever ~ ~ ~li. ~iRH released he 1ll take that out of there but the 2resident did make some 
~~unfortunate references to sever~l people ~ncluding ~re~ ~?d_ so fortfi: 
Lli On the 23rd - which was Thursday - we didn 1 t work all day - just worked 
>NI in the morni~ . Th b" est thing that I learn at we were 
:1-t 
wearin ° ut cause they were egging for mere when we got rough 
ad wanted to hilild it over d Rodino finally agree o 










And then of course we 
thing that took place 
ar..e..____moving too slowl 
got the business rreeting on Thursday - the only other 
on Wednesday this week, we covered a lot of ground ~ 
up the pace of the pres 
i t to us and a. little back up 
r i ght now anyway. And That 1 s 
becoming aware of that and ste 
little more t han Just reading 
_L ' ~ - - a -h - f t ha t -. 
Is the republifan leadership in the House - IDiodes and - are they still 
meeting sort/ ~rregularly basis with members of the committee .... 
We haven 1 t met in some time now. 
I remember in April and March ... 
ing 
Yeah, we met them often them - there may be others meeting. ~ may be excluded 
- I may be being exgludcd freffi tho~P bnt I don 1 t think so. CW- you 1 re not 
aware of being) I 1 m not aware or·· -
Do you think somebody got the word to the leadership that it was making some 
members of the committee uncomfortable. 
C? fd-.fir< 
No, no. It just makes the committee itself computed. One of the - this is 
the first time - on this thursday - we had a reference to a man named ,Tack 
Nesbitt who is the archivist f or theWh1~e House and he 1 s been R custodia'Jl 
of all t hese tapes and we got involved in one particular situation because 
the - on April 15th - there was a statement in the Secret Service report 
that no bod the re durin an interval of time around 10:~0 to 
l l_:15. Actually lichman had been in the president 1 s office and Jack Nes itt 
has some information on his own on that. This is the first time that there 
was any reference to the archiuist but it was interesting that the Secret 







Service had put out a report that nobody was with the president and it turns 
out that Jack Nesbitt knew about it and so - in editing the logs - he straightened 
it out. John Dore said that gives some credance to the reliability of the 
presidents diaries - ~ had the opposite impression because I certainly think 
it indicates that/Pfl¥yearentt too accurate. That -
Going back to the conversation between the president and Dean on April 16th, 
itts my impression and I jotted it down when we went - it was interesting to 
observe that the president was clearly in command of the conversation but 
he was playing it by ear as he went and he was trying - I had the 
t e was tr in to co He indicated 
had a re est for a leave of abse a eman an rlic an. 
mo ified that to an oral request but clearly the represen a ion 
president made to Dean was that it was in writing. ~jng to fake 
Dean on that but he couldnr t · ten letter from Dean. But I do have 
t e impression that even though the president is leading him along and making 
the record, that he was really having difficulty recalling the - his earlier 
conversation. And I made a note there that we had an earlier flashback in 
my own ontrovers later that developed between Dean and 
t e president as tom just what mission ean was sen o amp Davi and there 
isn ' t any question a b out i t - ii. was sent up there to wr i te a report but -
I don f t think it was a 'chips fallinlwhere they may''report-it was a exculpatory 
re art for the White House and Dean just couldnrt write it b ecause h e 
couldnr t exculpate. The president eeps imse ere . And Dean 
keep aiding and abet ting him ink it and its just so - what the presidentts 
saying - well, it gets clear that the president has got so many things on 
his mind it seems to me that he really is having difficulty putting it all 
together. And John Dean is not much help as far as I can tell because he 
~ as still selling the president that he was on the __ :c.igh.:t--B?-aek:---h-l:H:--·---Bl-e.acl.y 
he wasn' t . ----~ w Do you think there will come a point at which the committee would need to 
~1,~~ subpena the president himself and kIDt: does it have the authority to do that? 
~ -" 
~ B No , we wont t get i o t a tbat We cantt subpena the president of the United 
1 
~-- States. 
l t,.. Pr;/-b bly wouldnrt be constitutional would it. I j ~• •• 
" llf"9 "' rff?jl{'B W~ have told him be could send any information 
llf . in there that he wanted all I think we owe him. In fad 
~ ~ thatts more than we owe him as a procedural mat er u as a ma er - as a 
,;,,,' due process matter, we dontt really owe him anything. But as a fairness we 
certainly ought to give h" nit to resent stuff tEz~z~a~zxim 
t z or to appear if he gosh her be a nut to do that. 
W Ir d like to wrap this one up with a little bit of your impressions - your 
personal i mpressions of Barbara ,Iorda.ri. I know from time to time you have 
mentioned her as being one who semms to be fair minded and apparently not 
committed in advance to a position that some of the other democrats are and 
A~ apparently - rrve read elsewhere - that shers well respected on the committee. 
,~ What impressions of her shape up as this thing has gone along? 
~@~ With she thinks - t. I think 
') know - that s he 
\ 
to do. She kinda agreed but they hashed 
+1,,,i-1- n11+ ;n +hi:i rli:iroao:natio Qay,m1s Mav have been her brain child, I don T t 
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Hashed out what the letter of noncompliance ... 
Yeah, yeah. 
She strike you as being pretty sharp? 
Oh yeah, shers bright enough - yeah, her view of it is pretty sound. wer11 
just have to wait and see how it xrum shapes :i:t up. (1, ,,l ·-17') 
Wouldnrt it look like from the standpoint of xnxR 103 million - may be 
trash stuff - you said itrs moving a little more slowly than you had hoped. 
Yeah, well I just think the pressure to move it along is going to help it. 
From where - the House - the public - writing about it .... 
From the Committee, I mean John Dore is just.,,-_______ and thatrs 









think that was 
,vrn1 ._,ore said in respense and ~ e:t:tect as tar as I wr1s concerned~ at 
·, • 
1 




llt:! t:!llU u ·rst 
He modified it and Larry 
e wetre 
ht. I worked on 
'Ehe c ulli·se we are 
L- _:: ~...J ~ .L "'='"=' 
was 
.J.·co.u.y u.c LcJ.·111.J .. UCU. LU .l.JllU CC.\..:U ,:,u .L C.JJC.UUUUt::U Llld I t::.L.LUl." L and l was :[ri'fluenced 
,_ e: ii --- f .... -'- .LL - ~ - - . ~--- r. ,,. • 1 e effect that the 
warnin~ . 
. ,> 





Why did you think a letter was not necessary? 
Cause I thought we knew the o ·ons available to us when we 
subp~use we had a memorandwn from counsel telling us 
2biex0~t:i0NSXIZEiifEEBfZNgx?axz*Z1fllXZi1itJH::ez:f0x1axzN.tn!!BXWE!zis:sr;m And the only 
viable option that he offered us then was the same one we are taking now 
e inference from a failure to cooperate and I felt like the 
president was on notice of that a.Lreauy an 
consciously asswned this risk an 
I felt like writing letters was childish and 
but a notice and that probably was right. 
In the middle of the thing - in the draft of the letter - Sam Garrison had 
the page deliver me a note which asking me - saying that in the last line 
of the second paragraph, Jenner and I want to strike the word sole because 
~~.......,_its redundant with the word only. Itrs just an interesting observation that 
Vi 1~} Jenner and Sam Garrison seem to et along pretty well and they passed 
v""" ·~[~{ that message up o me and I was able to ma e a correction pretty easily 
0 ~/2y talking to J. Edwards and his cohort over there from Missouri to get their 




~, ~ ~ mthing I learn~d in the legisla~ - thafrM ¥OHe~x want recognition from the sneaker - if ou want coo eration/- you d5n task for it on the 
~
1
, Q_oor, :s you sneak around ahead of time and say r. peaker, I want to 
be recognized when you et a chance and then theytll be lookin for ya and 
i{J.,..., hen int e same wa · ant to get an amen en passed you have o g 
::·~~ _)fl'Oun an talk to a man h time 1 you rea y wan to put it ove. 
~--j7/ Peop e a are interested in making a show an not accom is g ~ m ~ e mi e o using t es e ge ammer approach when thee ective way 
to proceed quietly. -
#:-✓ There were some indications on,John Conyers put up the first contempt 
~.rrl-~ resolution and that was defeated by a vote- that was moved to table by a 
~ v 1~ ) vote of ~ I think. Some indicators that the earlier contempt vote 
~('~~was - in an earlier - when we sent the letter of noncompliance there were 
four votes for it - now there are 9- _Hungate switched. I donrt think anybody 
on the republicansswitched. No Hungate voted against Conyers motion for 
comtempt as premature but there were people who switched. i±x I thought I 
had made a note of them but I didnrt. ~Later on in the same aay, when we 
got back from lunch actually, Waldie offered an amendment to contempt 
- ---=--~=-=..-=c=:-::-::::--::::-= ~-=-::-=---f'-:=~----::::c==-==---z-; recommendation that to, j- _.c.c-~ ..... .cc = --<= - - --- .£! - -  
~ recommend a comtempt. It W.A§ 
CW-really beginning to grow) 
contempt and I think th 
atT his moment is willing 
~' 
A bit of hwnor - when Hamilton Fish announced that 
------B 12lla Ab sug dur ing~;-,h_e_ l..-u_n_c.,..,h__,_h~o~n~r- a_n_d...---s- h.--e--.--h_a_,,ct.---...,-,,..,,..-
vote for ~Nm~ comtempt 
✓ to the White House to get the president in the 
f'i'' Railsback offere~ a ~liQ].: · the lines of iring special 
~ le~slation to require the production of this evidence. Its inda technical 
71., , Y\rf'~ and I won
1 t get into that at the moment. But I was impressed - Rodino turned 
-·~::;;.-:: ,A_ to Jenner for his opini on and I thought Jannerrs response 
t{J V-- And persuasive - Ir 11 get the transcript out = Ir d like a 
\,;.. 'p:;,? - but the part of it that was impressive to me was 
:(~ provide only one_bridge between the separate branc 
1 
., 
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/? ~ ~~ 
a .~- B the impeachment bridge 
\()VCw m the House and t enate - the · eachment process -
~ .i,( ti.,, ac._cusation is a new expression to me but I thought very well way to ex ress it. 
.r 'I'"' N~J( This was Jenner himself - he 2_enner speaking in opposition to a republican 
0rt J+..v motion but it was very persuasive and it also indicates 'that Rodino is not 
~\vv-- s o stupid when he gets the republicans ' to fight among themselves why it certainly 
has the et·fect of indicating that we are get:t:1ng somewhere - excuse me - of 
indicating that he knows how to play this game. 
). .t_·· .;\,- 1 Je:er' s opinion on two occaa ions yesterd~ - in response to both republican ~~- ~ motions - Railsback's motion to~& require separate legislation and Dennis to 
~
h ~ require that we file an amicus curae brief in the appelate procedures of 
Jaworski's case, the plummer's case - both his repponses, I think, were very 
W.A good and very effective and sive and of course, both of the motions 
~~ las y one-sided votss e1nd I was in opposition. 













when we were discussing in the executive session - we made reference to Mr. 
~ittman, I believe, as a criminal attorney, and Jenner felt cmmpelled to 
explain to this committee of 38 la~s that a criminal attorney was not 
criminal. If it was an attem humor then I think Bob Hope is safe, 
but i it were anything else and it appeared to me a umor 
but just NNR unnecessary so the man operates on alternating current, I 
suspect. But in any event ... 
At times brilliant ... 
bttimes brilliant and at otber times -~h, well, but evidently he always 
is on the right cycle wben _@ gets to court . But anyway his legal opinion 
was pretty sound and I thought pretty persuasi'Ve. I was surprised when 
Charlie Sandman in ;the course of the - who I view as a little bit to the 
right of Barry Goldwater- ana his crowd -...complimented the staff very highly. 
He said it was the greatest pre-trial investigation in history and coming 
from him I thought it was - cause he has been one of Jenner's critics - was 
an indicator. RE~XRXkR Course he was supporting - no he wasn't supporting 
Railsback but it was a comment in the course of the Railsback presentation. 
It looks as if Jenner is getting more established - more respect ... 
Jenner is getting more respect. I accused Sandman during the lunch hour' of 
having switched over. It looked to me like that he's now moved to consulting 
in his view of impeachment but he assured me that he had not . But I find as 
these votes indicate, more and more votes are - the majorit 7 __ ~~':1--~-.. 0 . .. -~, 
.:t,-. republicans as we go - indicating not necessarily a view o+- .;~~~~~h ~~-1- h...... ._ 
~¥: c~ainly an erossion of diehard republican strength . 
V°'.: - ~ 
t
~ All I got out of that - my reason for voting a~inst both of these proposals 
was that I wantR& to get it moving and I still haven't figured out exactly 
what the president's strategy is except delay and I certainly don't want 
~ 
be a party to that because I think the national interest is quite substantial . 
lrr. z - -
Now we did have 
W Excuse me while you are on that - there was some debate yesterday that you 
may have heard atout Jinbth~ Semte) about x:bl~xiNg story in the morining paper 
about debate/~t~eeB~a~h~ ~~e republican leaders and democratic leaders. 
The debatance - and it was on precisely this point - whether delay in the 
procedings might not cause the senate not to be able to get to - assuming an 
impeachment games ... 
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}~ 
\J.' w-
are the traditional - traditionall the 
at st our riend St. Clair 
very well be his sxs~ strategy. ink 
~~~,~w~e~n~y~o~u~g~e!=t~i-:n'.:t~o~t~h~e=-f~i:. e:l~d~oif~p~o~i~i~c~a~ _ _:im~J?~l.".;i;cc1.t:mns-o£--, this that 
are other factors and I xu think that delay in the long run is a mistake 
for the White House unless of course they are guilty and that 1 s the .implication 
that arises from the delay. 
wanted to mention since we did raise that is just like - you 
I think 
I .L"t::;:,;:,..LU11 Wt:: 1:!,t::L .L.L"UJJI cU1 UVt::.L"V..Lt::W U.L Ll!t:: .l:'.L"t::;:,..LUt::l!L..Lcl..L \..: OnS 
-i.,.,rT n c-,, c-+"'.:l-nnn , c- ~"YI nee- n nn-nru::,,,...,.... +n h -i'rn +h"'.:ln +ho !E 
I r,;l.r why 1ie f s pump in 
k ,}Y"aavantage - hers 
~~- ~ private position 
~v-- s'=c:tll views this as an e 
 and I can 1 t help - my observation of the committee is moving 
~
~ more in the direction that this is not a · ions for members 
, of the committee or t e ongress ut a problem of - with one 1 s consci~and 
_.,.c~hat each time he offends the committee b this he is not serving his best 
-~~ interes y view at t e moment. That 1 s almost person cause I haven 1 t 
talked to people about it - but very -few people understand the presicl.ent 1 s 
strategy or or privy to it. 
. ~ ~~) 
~;__ Item two on the agenda was the additional subpena af 45j ans:s. I think the 
~ ~ +-- remarkable thing was that it passed fiy a vote of 37 to indicating that 
e,1.'-li ~ the committee really is unified on this--:--- There was a scrap in there anout 
v'fl- congressman Wiggins added an amendment to the schedule basically which would 
~ have limited the subpena of tapes to the things which very - quite obviously -
~%. we are limited to under the law. To me it was very meaningless but the ~r indicator was Dore said it was undesirable in response to questions because 
~ it leaves the determination of relevance to the pEesident. I think he 1 s got 
)~) l: that privilege anyway - initially anyway - and in this regard - we 1 ve agreed 
_,.:,~<'lr'~ all along :ai that he could take a crack at it and would get our help on it v-r but it goes back to what I said bei6ore, JohnDore rs real weakness is his 
inflexibility and I think - and it hurts him and in this instance I think 
he~ottld ha\7 e been more flexible even Father Drinan who is - they say he 
was a lawyer - he was a Dean of a Law "Sctrool up there - and he was Lry-ing 
to be helpful ftr-Wiggins and voted with him. The vote was pretty onesided 
but the counsel is carrying the committee with them in most every critical 
question and so they 1 re gaining in respect but in this instance - goes back 
to what I said before - you 1 ve got to watch out for John Dore 1 s inflesibility 
- that 1 s his only real shortcoming. 
~ <Jtv'v< The other question of course was interesting was 
~ J meetings. ow I confess that the technical 
the effort to open up the 
.impressed me but also 
~~U .impressed me with m lack of 
0""'~ s ied the rule clear enou now - o rea y orm a sound judgement as 
~ v to the le osition that Way1!._0wens was confronting with. It looked to 
hf j""' me in the oourse of argument a y .bnpI-aetical - t"he way he had 
::: ~ drafted it and I was impressed particul-ar:ly-wi-t---h-wflal:~-Pbara Jordan had 
;,,:,, ./-vr_ to say on that subject and she had great quote whieh !111 have to pick up 
fr · • ~ from the transcript but I would like to use that. Wiggins, ·SU.ti Seiber·Hng, 
others attacked it on technically defective grounds and I think that was 
sound Ellen l)m, £d,,,=i,,.,dc '•1hom I' respect as a civil libertarian if nothing 
ft 
The the rights of a third party were being prejudiced 
bi this proposal and it was defeated - that is a motion to table by 23-15. 
w Tfiis would have affected right of defendants in the Ellsberg trial ... 
, . 
,, ..j 
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B Right - yes - itrs clearly. Thatrs all I th.link that took place and rrve run 
out of time here. 
W This thing in the Seante - they naised some legal questions - whether ... 
B Whether the Se11B.te is a continuing body or not. I donrt have a bit of trouble 
with that, rrm quite sure that it is. 
W And they would be able to take it up do you thirlk ... 
B I think they could but I donrt think that they would. I think they would 
start with a view of winding it up but I wouldnrt get myself in that 
~- J kinda trouble if I were in the Senate but there isnrt any doubt about 
F it in my judgement - that the ~RJU'.R Senate could take an impeachment resolution in the 93rd Congress and try it in the 94th Congress or 95th ... but I donrt l ~ think there will be too many pre(t.tdents around in that - I donrt think Nixon ~:r..,.., could hold out until then . 
. ( -~ . ~-------------
~ One more thing about 
~ ...- · s_uch is getting over 
;11r-- ' t es 
~1 ~~t:-th~;:~ ;nd--h~1~ b~~~ :=i --f'~~m~~ ;t-~-~Y'~P~ o-PnPY'~i so he hadJ s~me 'Ir)~ 
/~~ 
~
t-,... ill LC::l.°JJL.:, U.1. JJLUV .l.llc, c:L.LUllc, ct.:, CL L:UJJUJl.l. L LC::<:: c:tllU .:, J: 
"' we "'Y\rn,rraY\ ,,-n a"l"\ +ho ;,.....-Fl ,,nnnn Yb-.a..,,,. n-F +ho -F.,,. 
;..r dL wanted 
/~ it was - as a group 
but as a 
scholarship 
it hasn n= 
ess 
the factor, 
r'Y u i½ ""rf L...,__ t~.4 " ~ 11/,,~~- ;, 
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